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Abstract. We extend the notion of Hitchin component from surface groups to orbifold groups
and prove that this gives new examples of higher Teichmüller spaces. We show that the Hitchin
component of an orbifold group is homeomorphic to an open ball and we compute its dimension
explicitly. We then give applications to the study of the pressure metric, cyclic Higgs bundles, and
the deformation theory of real projective structures on 3-manifolds.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Hitchin components

Teichmüller space is the deformation space of hyperbolic structures on a closed orientable
surface X of genus g � 2. It can also be seen as a connected component of the represen-
tation space Rep.�1X;PGL.2;R// WD Hom.�1X;PGL.2;R//=PGL.2;R/ consisting of
the conjugacy classes of discrete and faithful representations of �1X into PGL.2;R/.
It is well-known that Teichmüller space is homeomorphic to an open ball of dimension
6g � 6. In 1992, N. Hitchin [34] replaced the group PGL.2;R/ by the split real form G

of a complex simple Lie group, and found a special component of Rep.�1X; G/ WD
Hom.�1X; G/=G homeomorphic to an open ball of dimension .2g � 2/ dim G; this
component is now called the Hitchin component of the surface group �1X into G. The
geometry of the representations in the Hitchin components was studied by Goldman [24]
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and Choi and Goldman [8] for G D PGL.3;R/, Labourie [43] and Guichard [27] for
G D PGL.n;R/, Guichard and Wienhard [28] for G D PGL.4;R/ and [29] in higher
generality. From these works, we see that the Hitchin components share many properties
with Teichmüller space, and they are part of an interesting family of spaces called higher
Teichmüller spaces (see Wienhard [64] for a survey of this theory).

In this paper, we generalize the notion of Hitchin components of surface groups to
a more general family of groups, namely fundamental groups of compact 2-dimensional
orbifolds with negative orbifold Euler characteristic. This is a large family, consisting of
all groups isomorphic to a convex cocompact subgroup of PGL.2;R/. It contains in par-
ticular the fundamental groups of all surfaces of finite type (with or without boundary,
orientable or not), and the 2-dimensional hyperbolic Coxeter groups. The first instance of
Hitchin components for orbifold fundamental groups was studied by Thurston [62] who
showed that the Teichmüller space (i.e. the space of hyperbolic structures on a closed
orbifold Y ) is a connected component of Rep.�1Y; PGL.2;R//, consisting of the con-
jugacy classes of discrete and faithful representations of the orbifold fundamental group
�1Y into PGL.2;R/, and described its topology. Then Choi and Goldman [9] studied the
Hitchin component for �1Y in PGL.3;R/, describing its topology and showing that it
is the deformation space of convex real projective structures on Y . Finally, Labourie and
McShane [46] introduced PGL.n;R/-Hitchin components for orientable surfaces with
boundary, in order to generalize McShane–Mirzakhani identities from hyperbolic geom-
etry to arbitrary cross ratios.

Here, we study the general case. Given a complex simple Lie algebra gC , we fix a
split real form g and denote by � the corresponding involution of gC . We then define
G D Int.gC/

� to be the group of real points of GC D Int.gC/, the adjoint group of
gC . For the classical Lie algebras, G is one of the groups PGL.n;R/, PO.m; m C 1/,
PSp˙.2m;R/, and PO˙.m;m/. A representation of �1Y in G is said to be Fuchsian if
it is the composition of a discrete, faithful, convex cocompact representation of �1Y in
PGL.2;R/ with the principal representation � W PGL.2;R/! G, and Hitchin represen-
tations are deformations of Fuchsian representations (see Definitions 2.4 and 2.25). The
space of Hitchin representations of �1Y in G up to conjugation will be called the Hitchin
component, and denoted by Hit.�1Y;G/.

1.2. Results in the orbifold case

We first extend to the orbifold case known dynamical and geometric properties of
PGL.n;R/-Hitchin representations of surface groups [27, 29, 43, 46].

Theorem 1.1 (Sections 2.5 and 2.6). Let Y be a compact connected 2-orbifold of negative
Euler characteristic. A Hitchin representation % W �1Y ! PGL.n;R/ is B-Anosov, where
B is an arbitrary Borel subgroup of PGL.n;R/, and it is discrete, faithful and strongly
irreducible. Moreover, for all  of infinite order in �1Y , the element %./ is diagonaliz-
able with distinct real eigenvalues. If Y is closed, a representation of �1Y in PGL.n;R/
is Hitchin if and only if it is hyperconvex.
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Theorem 1.1 implies that Hitchin components for orbifold groups form a family of
higher Teichmüller spaces in the sense of [64]. Having established this, we determine
the topology of Hitchin components for orbifold groups, which is the main result of this
paper.

Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 5.8 and Corollary 5.9). Let Y be a compact connected 2-orbifold
of negative orbifold Euler characteristic, with k cone points, of respective orders
m1; : : : ; mk , and ` corner reflectors, of respective orders n1; : : : ; n`. Denote by b the
number of boundary components of Y that are full 1-orbifolds and by jY j the underlying
topological surface of Y . LetGD Int.gC/

� , where g is a simple split Lie algebra of rank r
with exponents d1; : : : ; dr . Then the Hitchin component Hit.�1Y;G/ is homeomorphic to
an open ball of dimension

��.jY j/ dimG C

rX
˛D1

�
2

kX
iD1

O.d˛ C 1;mi /C
X̀
jD1

O.d˛ C 1; nj /C 2b

�
d˛ C 1

2

��
;

where O.d;m/ D bd � d=mc and bxc denotes the largest integer no larger than x.

For instance, the PGL.2m;R/, resp. PGL.2m C 1;R/, Hitchin component of the
reflection group associated to a right-angled hyperbolic `-gon (` > 4) is homeomorphic
to an open ball of dimension .` � 4/m2 C 1, resp. .` � 4/.m2 Cm/.

Corollary 1.3 (Remark 2.27 and Corollary 5.15). Let S be an orientable surface with
boundary. Then the PGL.n;R/-Hitchin component of S in the sense of Labourie and
McShane [46] is homeomorphic to an open ball of dimension ��.S/.n2 � 1/.

We also prove an alternative formula for the dimension of Hitchin components, more
similar to the ones given by Thurston [62] and Choi and Goldman [9] forG D PGL.2;R/
and PGL.3;R/.

Theorem 1.4 (Theorem 5.12 and Corollary 5.13). Under the assumptions of Theorem
1.2, set km WD #¹i j mi D mº, `n WD #¹j j nj D nº and M WD max1�˛�r d˛ . Then

dim Hit.�1Y;G/ D ��.jY j/ dimG C 1
2
.dimG � r/.2k C `C 2b/

� 2

MX
mD2

� rX
˛D1

�
d˛ C 1

m
� 1

��
km

�

MX
nD2

� rX
˛D1

�
d˛ C 1

n
� 1

��
`n � 2b

rX
˛D1

�
d˛ � 1

2

�
;

where dxe denotes the smallest integer no smaller than x.

Remark 1.5. In the special case where Y is a sphere with three cone points and G D
PGL.n;R/ (resp. G D PSp˙.2m;R/ or PO.m;mC 1/), Long and Thistlethwaite [51]
(resp. Weir [63]) have computed the dimension of the Hitchin component of �1Y into G.
Our result confirms their formulas, and in addition shows that those Hitchin components
are homeomorphic to open balls.
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The key to the proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 is that Hitchin components for orbifold
groups can be seen as subspaces of Hitchin components for surface groups. Note that this
statement does not hold in general: it is a special property of Hitchin components. Indeed,
when an orbifold Y of negative Euler characteristic is seen as the quotient of a closed
orientable surface X by the action of a finite group †, the map j W Hom.�1Y;G/=G !
Fix†.Hom.�1X;G/=G/ taking % W �1Y ! G to %j�1X W �1X ! G is in general neither
injective nor surjective. But, when restricted to Hit.�1Y; G/, it becomes a homeomor-
phism onto Fix†.Hit.�1X;G//.

Theorem 1.6 (Theorem 2.12). Let Y be a closed connected 2-orbifold of negative Euler
characteristic and let G D Int.gC/

� . Given a presentation Y ' Œ†nX�, the map % 7!

%j�1X induces a homeomorphism j W Hit.�1Y; G/
'
�! Fix†.Hit.�1X; G// between the

Hitchin component of Rep.�1Y;G/ and the †-fixed locus in Hit.�1X;G/.

In order to prove Theorem 1.6, we develop the following †-equivariant version of the
non-Abelian Hodge correspondence.

Theorem 1.7 (Section 3.4). Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.6, there is a homeo-
morphism between the representation space Homc:r:.�1Y;G/=G of completely reducible
representations of the orbifold fundamental group �1Y into G and the moduli space

M.X;†/.G/ WD

²
†-polystable equivariant G-Higgs bundles

.E; '; �/ with vanishing first Chern class on X

³ı
isomorphism

of isomorphism classes of †-polystable equivariant G-Higgs bundles with vanishing first
Chern class on X .

We then prove that the Hitchin fibration with Hitchin base BX .g/ admits a †-equiv-
ariant section (the Hitchin section), thus inducing a homeomorphism

Fix†.BX .g// ' Fix†.Hit.�1X;G//

(Lemma 4.3), and we show how this implies Theorem 1.6, as well as the following result.

Corollary 1.8 (Corollary 4.4). Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.6, the Hitchin com-
ponent Hit.�1Y;G/ is homeomorphic to the real vector space Fix†.BX .g//. In particular,
it is a contractible space.

In order to define the Hitchin base BY .g/ of Y (see (5.2)), we introduce spaces
of regular differentials on orbifolds (Definition 5.1), compute their dimension (Theo-
rem 5.4), and prove that the Hitchin component Hit.�1Y;G/ is homeomorphic to BY .g/

(Theorem 5.8), which completes the proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.4, as well as Corol-
lary 1.9 below. Note that Theorem 5.4 provides an explanation why numbers of the form
O.d;m/ D bd � d=mc appear in the formula for the dimension in Theorem 1.2.

Corollary 1.9 (Corollary 5.10). Let Y be a closed non-orientable orbifold and let
Y C ! Y be its orientation double cover. Then dim Hit.�1Y;G/ D 1

2
dim Hit.�1Y C; G/.
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1.3. Applications

We list below a few applications of our results, to be presented in Section 6. Theorem 1.2
also found an application to the study of the theory of compactifications of the character
varieties: see Burger, Iozzi, Parreau and Pozzetti [7].

1.3.1. Rigidity. We encounter the following two types of rigidity phenomena.

Theorem 1.10 (Theorem 6.2). Let G D Int.gC/
� and let Y be a closed orientable orb-

ifold of genus 0 with three cone points, of respective orders m1 � m2 � m3. Assume that
the tuple .G;m1; m2; m3/ satisfies one of the following conditions:

(1) G D PGL.2;R/ ' PO.1; 2/ ' PSp˙.2;R/ and 1=m1 C 1=m2 C 1=m3 < 1.

(2) G D PGL.3;R/, m1 D 2 and 1=m2 C 1=m3 < 1=2.

(3) G D PGL.4;R/' PO˙.3;3/, PGL.5;R/, PSp˙.4;R/' PO.2;3/,m1D 2,m2D 3
and m3 � 7.

(4) G D PSp˙.4;R/ ' PO.2; 3/, m1 D m2 D 3 and m3 � 4.

(5) G D G2, m1 D 2 and m2 D 4 or 5, and m3 D 5.

Then dim Hit.�1Y; G/ D 0, so any two Hitchin representations of �1Y into G are
G-conjugate in this case, and this happens for infinitely many orbifolds.

Moreover, for all other pairs .G;Y / with Y closed orientable, Hitchin representations
of �1Y into G admit non-trivial deformations, i.e. dim Hit.�1Y;G/ > 0.

Cases (1) and (2) above are already known [9,62]. If Y is non-orientable, Corollary 1.9
shows that dim Hit.�1Y; G/ D 0 if and only if Y is a quotient of one of the (infinitely
many) spheres with cone points listed in Theorem 1.10, i.e. Y is either a disk with three
corner reflectors or a disk with one cone point and one corner reflector. For surface groups,
the dimension of Hitchin components is always positive and grows quadratically with the
rank of the group (this last property also holds for orbifold groups: Proposition 5.16).

The second type of rigidity phenomenon that we encounter has to do with Zariski-
density of representations of �1Y into G: those may not exist in Hitchin components
for orbifold groups, and we find infinite families of such groups. This is surprising, and
contrasts with what happens for surface groups, for which the subset of Zariski-dense
representations is always dense in the Hitchin component.

Theorem 1.11 (Theorem 6.3). Let G D Int.gC/
� and let Y be an orientable orbifold of

genus g with k cone points, of respective orders m1 � � � � � mk . If the triple .Y;G;H/ is
one of those listed in Theorem 6.3, then the image of a Hitchin representation % W�1Y !G

lies in a conjugate of H in G. In particular, a Hitchin representation of �1Y into G can
never be Zariski-dense. For all other triples .Y;G;H/, this phenomenon does not occur.

1.3.2. Geodesics for the pressure metric and 1-parameter families of representations of
surface groups. In view of Theorem 1.6, Hitchin components for orbifold groups may
be considered as submanifolds of Hitchin components for surface groups. These sub-
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manifolds are totally geodesic for all Out.�1X/-invariant Riemannian metrics on Hitchin
components, for instance the pressure metric [3] and the Liouville pressure metric [4]
(Proposition 6.4). In particular, 1-dimensional Hitchin components provide explicit exam-
ples of geodesics for these metrics. In Section 6.2, we classify all Hitchin components of
dimension 1 and we prove that, for the group PGL.n;R/, 1-dimensional Hitchin compo-
nents exist if and only if n � 11 (Theorem 6.5). We find in this way natural, geometric
examples of 1-parameter families of representations of surface groups, parametrized by
spaces of holomorphic differentials.

Example 1.12. Let K be the Klein quartic, a Riemann surface of genus 3, and let n be
an integer such that 6 � n � 11. Then the orbifold T WD Aut˙.K/nK is a triangle of
type .2; 3; 7/ and the PGL.n;R/-Hitchin component of �1T embeds onto a geodesic of
Hit.�1K;PGL.n;R//.

1.3.3. Cyclic Higgs bundles. In Section 6.3 we extend the notion of cyclic and .n � 1/-
cyclic Higgs bundles to Hitchin representations of orbifold groups. In the case of surface
groups, these notions were introduced in [2, 11]. These special Higgs bundles are partic-
ularly useful because the Hitchin equations can be put in a simplified form, where the
analysis can be understood, and many results can be proved only in this case; see e.g.
[2, 11, 12, 16, 17].

We show that the same properties are true for cyclic and .n� 1/-cyclic representations
in the Hitchin components of orbifold groups. Moreover, we prove the following:

Theorem 1.13 (Corollary 6.7). Let Y be a sphere with k cone points of respective orders
m1 � � � � � mk and let G be one of the groups listed in Table B.3. Then Hit.�1Y; G/
consists only of cyclic or .n � 1/-cyclic representations.

This phenomenon never happens for surface groups: it is specific to certain orbifolds.
In this case, the results about cyclic or .n � 1/-cyclic representations are valid for all
points of these Hitchin components. For example, the description of the asymptotic behav-
ior of families of Higgs bundles going at infinity given in [12] gives a good description of
the behavior at infinity of these Hitchin components.

The proof of Theorem 1.13 comes from a classification of all the Hitchin components
that are parameterized by a Hitchin base where only a differential of one type can appear
(see Theorem 6.6). We then find an application of Theorem 1.13: we use orbifold groups
to construct examples of representations of surface groups that lie in some special loci of
the Hitchin components that are not well understood geometrically (see Corollary 6.9).

1.3.4. Projective structures on Seifert manifolds. In [28], Guichard and Wienhard proved
that the Hitchin component of a surface group in PGL.4;R/ is the deformation space of
convex foliated projective structures on the unit tangent bundle of that surface, and we give
below a generalization of their result for arbitrary finite covers of unit tangent bundles of
closed orientable orbifolds. Let M be a closed 3-manifold and let DPSL.2;R/.M/ be the
deformation space of PSL.2;R/-structures on M . We denote by DRP3.M/ the deforma-
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tion space of projective structures onM and by DRP3! .M/ �DRP3.M/ the deformation
space of contact projective structures.

Theorem 1.14 (Proposition 6.10 and Theorem 6.12). If DPSL.2;R/.M/ ¤ ;, then M is
a finite cover of the unit tangent bundle of a well-defined closed orientable 2-orbifold Y ,
and the image of the canonical map

DPSL.2;R/.M/! DRP3! .M/ � DRP3.M/

is homeomorphic to Hit.�1Y; PGL.2; R//. It picks out connected components
D0

RP3!
.M/ and D0

RP3.M/ of DRP3! .M/ and DRP3.M/ that are homeomorphic to

Hit.�1Y; PSp˙.4;R// and Hit.�1Y; PGL.4;R// respectively. In particular, these com-
ponents are homeomorphic to open balls of dimensions �10�.jY j/C .8k � 2k2 � 2k3/
and �15�.jY j/C .12k � 4k2 � 2k3/.

Put together with Theorem 1.10, this enables us to produce examples of closed 3-
manifolds with rigid real projective structure (see also diagram (6.1)). More precisely,
let M be a finite cover of the unit tangent bundle of a closed orientable orbifold Y and
recall from Theorem 1.14 that Hit.�1Y; PGL.2;R// � D0

RP3!
.M/ � D0

RP3.M/. So, if

D0

RP3!
.M/ or D0

RP3.M/ is 0-dimensional, Y has to be a sphere with three cone points.

Corollary 1.15. Let M be a finite cover of the unit tangent bundle of a sphere with three
cone points, of respective orders m1 � m2 � m3 with 1=m1 C 1=m2 C 1=m3 < 1. Then
DPSL.2;R/.M/ D pt and:

(1) Ifm1 D 2,m2 D 3 andm3 � 7, then D0

RP3!
.M/DD0

RP3.M/D pt, so the canonical
projective structure ofM is rigid in that case .and it is a contact projective structure/.

(2) Ifm1 Dm2 D 3 andm3 � 4, then D0

RP3!
.M/D pt but D0

RP3.M/ has positive dimen-
sion: M is contact rigid but not projectively rigid.

(3) For all other triples .m1; m2; m3/, D0

RP3!
.M/ and D0

RP3.M/ have positive dimen-
sion.

Finally, it will be a consequence of Theorem 6.3 (b) that we can have D0
RP3.M/ D

D0

RP3!
.M/ ¤ pt if Y is a sphere with k cone points, namely when k D 3, m1 D 2 and

m2; m3 � 4, or k D 4 and exactly one cone point has order greater than 2, or k D 5 and
all cone points have order 2. So any non-trivial deformation of the canonical projective
structure of M is contact in these cases.

2. Hitchin representations for orbifolds

2.1. Hyperbolic 2-orbifolds

For background on orbifolds, we refer for instance to [9, 55, 62]. Let Y be a closed con-
nected smooth orbifold of dimension 2. Recall that a singularity of Y is a point y 2 Y of
one of the following three types:
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(1) a cone point of order m if y has a neighborhood isomorphic to .Z=mZ/nR2, where
Z=mZ acts on R2 via a rotation of angle 2�=m,

(2) a mirror point if y has a neighborhood isomorphic to .Z=2Z/nR2, where Z=2Z acts
on R2 via a reflection through a line,

(3) a corner reflector (or dihedral point) of order n if y has a neighborhood isomorphic
toDnnR2, where the action of the dihedral groupDn ' .Z=nZ/ Ì .Z=2Z/ on R2 is
generated by the reflections through two lines with angle �=n between them.

In the rest of the paper, for an orbifold Y , we will denote by k the number of cone
points (of respective orders m1; : : : ; mk) and by ` the number of corner reflectors (of
respective orders n1; : : : ; n`).

We will denote by zY the orbifold universal cover of Y (for more details, see [55,
Section 2]); recall that zY is necessarily simply connected as a topological space but, in
general, it may have non-trivial orbifold structure. For example, the teardrop orbifold (the
rightmost orbifold in Figure 2.1) has underlying topological space S2, has a single cone
point of order m � 2 and it is its own universal cover.

We will denote by �1Y the orbifold fundamental group of Y , defined as the group
�1Y WD AutY . zY / of deck transformations of zY . The underlying topological space jY j
of a 2-orbifold Y is always homeomorphic to a compact surface, which has boundary if
and only if Y has mirror points, in which case @jY j is the set of mirror points and corner
reflectors of Y .

A 2-orbifold Y is called orientable if jY j is orientable and Y has only cone points
as singularities. For instance, the universal orbifold covering zY is always orientable as
an orbifold. Recall that Y may be non-orientable as an orbifold even though jY j is an
orientable surface (this happens if and only if jY j is an orientable topological surface
with non-empty boundary). Note that the setting that we have just described includes the
case where jY j is non-orientable as a topological surface (possibly with boundary). In
particular, our results will hold for non-orientable surfaces with trivial orbifold structure
(or with only mirror points as orbifold singularities).

Fig. 2.1. These three examples are all closed orbifolds: the leftmost example is a sphere with three
cone points (black dots); in the middle example, points lying on the sides of the triangle (excluding
vertices) are mirror points, while the vertices are corner reflectors (white dots). The leftmost orbifold
is the orientation double cover of the middle one. The rightmost example is a simply connected
orbifold which is not a manifold.
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We shall assume throughout that Y has negative (orbifold) Euler characteristic, i.e.
the rational number �.Y / defined below is strictly negative:

�.Y / WD �.jY j/ �

kX
iD1

�
1 �

1

mi

�
�
1

2

X̀
jD1

�
1 �

1

nj

�
< 0: (2.1)

Every orbifold of negative Euler characteristic can always be seen as a quotient of a closed
orientable surface, as follows from Selberg’s lemma.

Definition 2.1. A presentation of a closed connected orbifold Y is a triple .X; †; '/,
where X is a closed connected orientable surface, † a finite subgroup of Diff.X/, and '
an orbifold isomorphism ' W Y ! †nX .

In other words, a presentation is a finite, Galois, orbifold cover p W X ! Y of Y by a
closed, connected, orientable surface X . In the following, to keep the notation more com-
pact, we will denote a presentation .X;†; '/ simply by Y ' Œ†nX�, leaving ' implicit.
Crucially for us, this implies the existence of a short exact sequence:

1! �1X ! �1Y ! †! 1: (2.2)

The group homomorphism † � Diff.X/!MCG.X/ ' Out.�1X/ taking a transforma-
tion � W X ! X to its (extended) mapping class coincides, through the Dehn–Nielsen–
Baer theorem (see e.g. [20, Theorem 8.1]), with the canonical group homomorphism
† ! Out.�1X/ induced by the short exact sequence (2.2). In general, it does not lift
to a group homomorphism †! Aut.�1X/ (it does if † happens to have a global fixed
point in X , in which case the short exact sequence (2.2) splits and �1Y is isomorphic to
the semidirect product �1X Ì† (see [53]); this fact will be used in Remark 2.27).

2.2. Principal representation

Let g be a (real or complex) semisimple Lie algebra. Recall that the adjoint representation
ad W g!End.g/ is faithful. Its image ad.g/ is a subalgebra of End.g/ isomorphic to g. The
adjoint group of g, denoted by Int.g/, is defined as the connected Lie subgroup of GL.g/
whose Lie algebra is ad.g/. This group has trivial center. In the rest of the paper, when gC

is a complex semisimple Lie algebra, we will denote its adjoint group by GC WD Int.gC/.
A real form of gC is a real Lie subalgebra g � gC which is the set of fixed points of a
real involution � W gC ! gC . The involution � also induces an involution on Int.gC/. We
will denote by G the group Int.gC/

� < GC consisting of all the inner automorphisms of
gC that commute with � . The group G is a real semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra g.
It has trivial center, but it is not connected in general. Its identity component is the group
Int.g/.

Example 2.2. Here are some examples:

� If g D sl.n;R/, then GC ' PSL.n;C/ and G ' PGL.n;R/ ' PSL˙.n;R/, which
is connected if and only if n is odd, and Int.g/ ' PSL.n;R/ for all n. Here, for each
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subgroup H of GL.n;K/, where K D R or C, we denote by PH the projectivization
of H , i.e. PH D H=.H \ C/ with C the center of GL.n;K/, and

SL˙.n;R/ D ¹A 2 GL.n;R/ j det.A/ D ˙1º:

� If g D sp.2m;R/, then GC ' PSp.2m;C/ and G ' PSp˙.2m;R/, which has two
connected components. We recall that given a symplectic form ! on R2m, we have

Sp˙.2m;R/ D ¹A 2 GL.2m;R/ j AT!A D ˙!º:

� If g D so.p; q/ with 0 < p � q, then GC ' PO.p C q;C/ and G ' PO˙.p; q/,
which is always disconnected. Again recall that given a non-degenerate bilinear form
J of signature .p; q/, we have

O˙.p; q/ D ¹A 2 GL.p C q;R/ j AT JA D ˙J º:

If p ¤ q, then O˙.p; q/ D O.p; q/. In this paper, we are mainly interested in the case
when g is split, i.e. g D so.m;mC 1/ or so.m;m/.

� If g is the split real form of type G2, we will denote GC by G2.C/, and G simply by
G2, a disconnected group. We will consider G2.C/ as a subgroup of PO.7;C/ and G2

as a subgroup of PO.3; 4/.

Let us assume, from now on, that g is the split real form of a complex simple Lie
algebra gC , defined by an involution � . As in [34], we can choose a principal 3-dimen-
sional subalgebra sl.2;C/ ,! gC such that sl.2;C/ is � -invariant and induces a sub-
algebra sl.2;R/ ,! g. Denote by �C W PGL.2;C/ ' Int.sl.2;C//! GC the induced
group homomorphism, and let

� W PGL.2;R/! G (2.3)

be its restriction to the subgroup PGL.2;R/ < PGL.2;C/. We will call � the principal
representation of PGL.2;R/ in G. In this paper, we use the fact that the representation �
is defined on the whole group PGL.2;R/.

In the examples discussed above (Example 2.2), the principal representation � can
be described explicitly. Consider the n-dimensional vector space Hn�1 of homogeneous
polynomials of degree n � 1 in two variables X; Y . A matrix A 2 GL.2;R/ induces a
linear map z�.A/ that sends a polynomial P.X;Y / 2Hn�1 to P.A�1 � .X;Y //. This gives
an explicit irreducible representation z� WGL.2;R/!GL.n;R/ whose projectivization is
conjugate to the principal representation � WPGL.2;R/!PGL.n;R/. In this way, we can
see that � makes the Veronese embedding RP1 3 Œa W b� 7! Œ.aX � bY /n�1� 2 P.Hn�1/
PGL.2;R/-equivariant. If n D 2m is even, the image of z� is contained in Sp˙.2m;R/,
and if n D 2m C 1 is odd, it is contained in O.m; m C 1/. If n D 7, then the projec-
tive image of z� is contained in G2. So the projectivization of z� is an explicit model for
the principal representation in PGL.n;R/, PSp˙.2m;R/, PO.m; mC 1/ and G2. The
principal representation in PO˙.m;m/ is given by the composition of � W PGL.2;R/!
PO.m � 1;m/ with the block embedding PO.m � 1;m/ ,! PO˙.m;m/.
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2.3. Hitchin representations

Thurston [62] studied the space of hyperbolic structures on a closed 2-orbifold of negative
Euler characteristic, called the Teichmüller space of Y and denoted by T .Y /. The map
sending a hyperbolic structure to its holonomy representation induces a homeomorphism
between T .Y / and a connected component of the representation space

Rep.�1Y;PGL.2;R// WD Hom.�1Y;PGL.2;R//=PGL.2;R/:

This connected component consists exactly of the PGL.2;R/-conjugacy classes of dis-
crete and faithful representations from �1Y to PGL.2;R/' Isom.H2/. Such representa-
tions are usually called Fuchsian representations and, in what follows, we will constantly
identify T .Y / with the space of conjugacy classes of Fuchsian representations. Thurston
proved that T .Y / is homeomorphic to an open ball of dimension

��.jY j/ dim PGL.2;R/C 2k C ` D �3�.jY j/C 2k C `: (2.4)

Let g be the split real form of a complex simple Lie algebra gC and let G D Int.gC/
�

as in Section 2.2. In this paper we will study the Hitchin component, a connected compo-
nent of the representation space

Rep.�1Y;G/ WD Hom.�1Y;G/=G

that generalizes the Teichmüller space. The first step is to use the principal representation
to define Fuchsian representations taking values in G.

Definition 2.3 (Fuchsian representation). Let Y be a closed connected 2-orbifold of neg-
ative Euler characteristic. A group homomorphism % W �1Y ! G is called a Fuchsian
representation if there is a discrete, faithful representation h W �1Y ! PGL.2;R/ such
that � ı h D %, where � is the principal representation from (2.3).

Definition 2.3 says that a representation % W �1Y ! G is Fuchsian if and only if there
exists a hyperbolic structure on Y whose holonomy representation h makes the following
diagram commute:

PGL.2;R/

�

��

�1Y
%

//

h

99

G

In particular, as �.Y / < 0, there exist Fuchsian representations of �1Y . The set
of G-conjugacy classes of Fuchsian representations is called the Fuchsian locus of
Rep.�1Y; G/. This defines a continuous map (which is actually injective, see Corol-
lary 2.11)

T .Y /! Rep.�1Y;G/ (2.5)

from the Teichmüller space onto the Fuchsian locus of the representation space. Since
T .Y / is connected, the Fuchsian locus is contained in a well-defined connected com-
ponent of Rep.�1Y; G/ called the Hitchin component and denoted by Hit.�1Y; G/. For
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instance, Hit.�1Y;PGL.2;R//' T .Y /. As any two principal 3-dimensional subalgebras
sl.2;R/ � g are related by an interior automorphism of g (see [42]), the map (2.5) does
not depend on that particular choice in the construction.

Definition 2.4 (Hitchin representation). Let Y be a closed connected 2-orbifold of nega-
tive Euler characteristic. A group homomorphism % W �1Y ! G is called a Hitchin repre-
sentation if itsG-conjugacy class Œ%� is an element of the Hitchin component Hit.�1Y;G/.

Remark 2.5. It follows from the definition of a Fuchsian representation that if Y is
orientable (for instance, if Y D X is a closed orientable surface), then any Fuchsian
representation of �1Y in G is in fact contained in Hom.�1Y;G0/, where G0 is the iden-
tity component of G (because the holonomy representation of any hyperbolic structure
on an orientable orbifold is contained in PSL.2;R/). If we consider such representa-
tions up to G0-conjugacy, it may happen that there are two connected components of
Hom.�1Y; G0/=G0 containing conjugacy classes of Fuchsian representations, but these
are related by an interior automorphism of G. This happens for instance if g D sl.2;R/,
in which case G ' PGL.2;R/ and G0 ' PSL.2;R/.

Remark 2.6. The morphism � W PGL.2; R/ ! PGL.n; R/ has image contained in
PSp˙.2m;R/ if n D 2m, PO.m; m C 1/ if n D 2m C 1 and G2 if n D 7 (see [25,
Chapter 6, §2]). So, given an orbifold Y , we have maps Hit.�1Y; PSp˙.2m;R// !
Hit.�1Y; PGL.2m;R//, Hit.�1Y; PO.m; m C 1// ! Hit.�1Y; PGL.2m C 1;R// and
Hit.�1Y; G2/ ! Hit.�1Y; PO.3; 4// ! Hit.�1Y; PGL.7; R//. If Y D X is a closed
orientable surface, it is a consequence of Hitchin’s parameterization [34] recalled in Sec-
tion 4 that these maps are injective. For the same reason, T .X/ ' Hit.�1X;PGL.2;R//
embeds into each Hit.�1X;G/.

2.4. Restriction to subgroups of finite index

Assume now that Y ' Œ†nX� is a presentation of Y in the sense of Definition 2.1. In par-
ticular, �1X is a normal subgroup of finite index of �1Y and†' �1Y=�1X . The restric-
tion of a representation gives a map j W Rep.�1Y; G/ 3 Œ%� 7! Œ%j�1X � 2 Rep.�1X;G/.
Recall that there is a canonical group homomorphism†!Out.�1X/ and that Out.�1X/
acts on the space Rep.�1X;G/. We will denote by Fix†.Rep.�1X;G// the fixed locus of
this action.

Lemma 2.7. The image of the map j is contained in Fix†.Rep.�1X;G//.

Proof. Take � 2 † and choose a lift  2 �1Y . If % W �1Y ! G is a representation, then
� � Œ%j�1X � is, by definition, theG-conjugacy class of the representation � � %j�1X W �1X 3
ı 7! %j�1X .

�1ı/ 2 G. As %j�1X .
�1ı/ D %./�1%j�1X .ı/%./ with %./ 2 G, we

see indeed that � � %j�1X lies in the G-conjugacy class of %j�1X .

Note that the formula . � %/.ı/ WD %./�1%.ı/%./ indeed defines a left action of
�1Y on Hom.�1Y;G/ because .1 � .2 � %//.ı/ D .2 � %/.1/�1.2 � %/.ı/.2 � %/.1/.
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In general, the map

j W Rep.�1Y;G/! Fix†.Rep.�1X;G// (2.6)

defined by means of Lemma 2.7 is neither injective nor surjective. A crucial observation
of the present paper is that if we restrict to Hitchin components, j induces a bijective
map.

Lemma 2.8. If % W �1Y ! G is a Hitchin representation and Y 0 ! Y is a finite orbifold
cover, then %j�1Y 0 W �1Y

0 ! G is a Hitchin representation.

Proof. If % W �1Y ! G is a Fuchsian representation, then, for every finite orbifold cover
Y 0 ! Y , the representation %j�1Y 0 is also Fuchsian. As Hitchin components are con-
nected, this implies the statement.

Lemma 2.8 implies that j.Hit.�1Y; G// � Hit.�1X; G/. Moreover, the group
Out.�1X/ acts on Rep.�1X; G/ preserving the Fuchsian locus, therefore it also pre-
serves the Hitchin component. We denote the fixed locus of the induced †-action by
Fix†.Hit.�1X; G//. Hence we have a map j W Hit.�1Y; G/! Fix†.Hit.�1X; G//. To
prove that the map j is injective, we will need the following lemma.

Lemma 2.9. Let % W �1Y ! G be a Hitchin representation. Then % is GC-strongly irre-
ducible, meaning that its restriction to every finite index subgroup is GC-irreducible.
Moreover, % has trivial centralizer in G and in GC , i.e. if an element g 2 GC satisfies
g%./ D %./g for every  2 �1Y , then g is the identity.

Recall that for a (real or complex) reductive Lie group H , a representation is H -
irreducible if its image is not contained in a proper parabolic subgroup of H . When G D
PGL.n;R/ or PGL.n;C/, this is equivalent to the well-known definition [57, (1.3.1)].
As expected, being GC-irreducible implies being G-irreducible.

Proof of Lemma 2.9. Choose a presentation Y ' Œ†nX�, and consider %j�1X . Hitchin
proved in [34, Section 5] that the Higgs bundles in the Hitchin components are smooth
points of the moduli space of GC-Higgs bundles, and hence these Higgs bundles are
GC-stable and simple. By the non-Abelian Hodge correspondence, this implies that the
representation %j�1X is GC-irreducible and has trivial centralizer in GC . The same prop-
erties therefore hold for %. Moreover, if � 0 < �1Y is a finite index subgroup, then � 0 is
the orbifold fundamental group of a finite orbifold covering Y 0, and by Lemma 2.8 we see
that the restriction to � 0 is still GC-irreducible.

Proposition 2.10. The map j W Hit.�1Y;G/! Fix†.Hit.�1X;G// is injective.

Proof. Let %1; %2 be two Hitchin representations of �1Y into G such that %1j�1X and
%2j�1X are G-conjugate. Replacing %2 by Intg ı %2 for some g 2 G if necessary, we
may assume that %1j�1X and %2j�1X are equal. The abstract situation (compare [50,
Lemma 3.1]) is then as follows: we have a normal subgroup N C � and two repre-
sentations %1; %2 W � ! G such that %1jN D %2jN DW % has trivial centralizer in G.
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For a fixed  2 � , consider the representation N ! G defined, for all n 2 N , by n 7!
%1.

�1/%2./%.n/%2.
�1/%1./. This is equal to

%1.
�1/%2.n

�1/%1./ D %1.
�1/%1.n

�1/%1./ D %.n/

because n�1 2 N C � . Hence %1.�1/%2./ centralizes the Hitchin representation %,
and by Lemma 2.9 it is the identity. Thus, %1./ D %2./ for all  2 �1Y .

Corollary 2.11. Let %1; %2 W �1Y !G be two Fuchsian representations: %1 D � ı h1 and
%2 D � ı h2 where h1; h2 W �1Y ! PGL.2;R/ are discrete and faithful representations.
If %1 and %2 are G-conjugate, then h1 and h2 are PGL.2;R/-conjugate. Equivalently,
the map (2.5) induces a bijection between the Teichmüller space T .Y / of the orbifold Y
and the Fuchsian locus of Rep.�1Y;G/.

Proof. Let Y ' Œ†nX�. Recall that T .Y / ' Hit.�1Y;PGL.2;R//, and similarly for X .
The map h 7! hj�1X then induces a commutative diagram

T .Y / //

��

T .X/

��

Hit.�1Y;G/ // Hit.�1X;G/

whose vertical arrows are induced by composition with the principal representation � W
PGL.2;R/ ! G and whose horizontal arrows are injective, by Proposition 2.10 (as a
matter of fact, we only need the injectivity of the top one). Since the vertical arrow
T .X/ ! Hit.�1X; G/ is injective (see [34] and Remark 2.6), it follows that so is the
vertical arrow T .Y /! Hit.�1Y;G/.

Theorem 2.12. Let Y be a closed connected 2-orbifold of negative Euler characteristic.
Let g be the split real form of a complex simple Lie algebra and let G be the group of real
points of Int.g˝ C/. Given a presentation Y ' Œ†nX�, the map % 7! %j�1X induces a

homeomorphism j W Hit.�1Y;G/
'
�! Fix†.Hit.�1X;G// between the Hitchin component

of Rep.�1Y;G/ and the †-fixed locus in Hit.�1X;G/.

The injectivity was proved in Proposition 2.10. We postpone the proof of surjectivity
to Section 4.2.

Corollary 2.13. Let Y 0! Y be a finite Galois cover of Y and let†0 WD �1Y=�1Y 0. Then
the map % 7! %j�1Y 0 induces a homeomorphism Hit.�1Y;G/ ' Fix†0.Hit.�1Y 0; G//.

Proof. LetX be a finite Galois cover of Y by a closed orientable surface. By pulling back
this cover to Y 0 if necessary, we can assume that X is a (finite and Galois) cover of Y 0.
Then, by Theorem 2.12, one has

Hit.�1Y;G/ ' Fix�1Y=�1X .Hit.�1X;G// D Fix�1Y=�1Y 0
�
Fix�1Y 0=�1X .Hit.�1X;G//

�
;

which is homeomorphic to Fix†0.Hit.�1Y 0; G//, again by Theorem 2.12.
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Corollary 2.14. Let % W �1Y ! G be a representation and let Y 0 ! Y be a finite cover
of Y , not necessarily Galois. Then % is Hitchin if and only if %j�1Y 0 is Hitchin.

Proof. The obvious direction of the corollary is given by Lemma 2.8. Conversely, assume
that % W �1Y ! G is such that %j�1Y 0 is Hitchin. Let Y 00 be a finite Galois cover of Y
that covers Y 0 (again, this may be obtained by pullback of a finite Galois cover of Y ).
By Lemma 2.8, the representation %j�1Y 00 is Hitchin. And by (2.6), %j�1Y 00 lies in the
fixed-point set of �1Y=�1Y 00 in Hit.�1Y 00; G/. Therefore, Corollary 2.13 shows that % is
Hitchin.

2.5. Properties of Hitchin representations for closed orbifolds

We present in this section a series of properties satisfied by PGL.n;R/-Hitchin repre-
sentations of fundamental groups of closed orbifolds that directly generalize known ones
for fundamental groups of closed orientable surfaces (strong irreducibility, discreteness,
faithfulness, hyperconvexity). The first property is a special case of Lemma 2.9. The next
two are simple consequences of the fact that �1Y contains the fundamental group of a
closed orientable surface X as a normal subgroup of finite index (Definition 2.1). For the
remaining one, we apply Corollary 2.14. We shall assume that G ' PGL.n;R/ until the
end of this section. We refer to [29, Definition 2.10] for the definition of Anosov repre-
sentations.

Remark 2.15. By Remark 2.6, the results of this subsection apply to Hitchin represen-
tations in the groups PSp˙.2m;R/, PO.m; mC 1/ and G2, since they are also Hitchin
representations in PGL.n;R/.

Proposition 2.16. Let B be a Borel subgroup of PGL.n;R/. Then every Hitchin repre-
sentation % W �1Y ! PGL.n;R/ is B-Anosov.

Proof. Choose a presentation Y ' Œ†nX�. Labourie [43] proved that %j�1X is B-Anosov.
Now [29, Corollary 3.4] implies that % is also B-Anosov since �1X is a finite index
subgroup of �1Y .

Corollary 2.17. Every Hitchin representation % W �1Y ! PGL.n;R/ has discrete image.

Proof. By [29, Theorem 5.3], all Anosov representations have this property.

Moreover, the theory of domains of discontinuity of Guichard and Wienhard [29] and
Kapovich, Leeb and Porti [39] can be applied to Hitchin representations of orbifold groups
(Section 6.4).

Proposition 2.18. Every Hitchin representation % W �1Y ! PGL.n;R/ is faithful.

Proof. Let % be a Hitchin representation of �1Y . By [43, Proposition 3.4], elements
of .Im %j�1X / n ¹1º in PGL.n;R/ are diagonalizable with distinct, real eigenvalues. In
particular, %j�1X is faithful. Consider now  2 �1Y . Since �1Y=�1X is a finite group,
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there exists a minimal integer q such that q 2 �1X . If q ¤ 1�1X , then by Labourie’s
result, %./q D %.q/ ¤ 1 in PGL.n;R/. In particular, %./ ¤ 1. If q D 1�1X , then
(as %./q D %.q/ D 1) the eigenvalues of %./, as an endomorphism of gC , are all
q-th roots of unity. Since those form a finite (in particular, discrete) subset, the latter is
invariant by continuous deformation of %. Let us then consider a Fuchsian representation
%0 W �1Y ,! PGL.n;R/. By what we have just said, %0./ and %./ have the same eigen-
values. Since  is not trivial in �1Y , the element %0./ is not trivial in PGL.n;R/, so it
has an eigenvalue that is not equal to 1. Therefore %./ also has such an eigenvalue. In
particular, %./ ¤ 1.

Remark 2.19. Wienhard [64] defines higher Teichmüller spaces as unions of connected
components of Rep.�1X;G/ in which each representation is discrete and faithful. Here,
�1X is the fundamental group of a closed orientable surface. If we generalize that def-
inition to orbifold groups, then Corollary 2.17 and Proposition 2.18 say that Hitchin
components for orbifold groups are examples of higher Teichmüller spaces.

Proposition 2.20. If % W �1Y ! PGL.n;R/ is a Hitchin representation, then for all  of
infinite order in �1Y , the element %./ of PGL.n;R/ is purely loxodromic .i.e. diagonal-
izable with distinct real eigenvalues/.

Proof. In the case of a closed orientable surface X , all non-trivial elements of �1X are
of infinite order and Labourie has shown in [43] that their image under a Hitchin repre-
sentation is purely loxodromic. If Y ' Œ†nX� with † finite, then for all  2 �1Y there
exists q � 1 such that q 2 �1X and if  is of infinite order, then q ¤ 1 in �1X . So
%./q D %.q/ is purely loxodromic. Therefore, so is %./.

However, if  is of finite order in �1Y , then %./ 2 G may have non-distinct eigen-
values, as we can already see from the caseG D PGL.3;R/. For instance, if Y has a cone
point x of order 2, then a small loop around x will map, under the holonomy representa-
tion of a hyperbolic structure on Y , to an element of PGL.2;R/, the rotation matrix of
angle �=2. It is conjugate to diag.i;�i/ in PGL.2;C/ and maps to diag.�1; 1;�1/ under
�C (and also �).

Finally, by applying Theorem 2.12, we can extend the Labourie–Guichard character-
ization of Hitchin representations into G D PGL.n;R/ as hyperconvex representations
[27, 43] to the orbifold case. Following Labourie [43], a PGL.n;R/-representation % of
�1Y is called hyperconvex if there exists a continuous map � W @1�1Y ! RPn�1 D
P.Rn/ that is �1Y -equivariant with respect to % and hyperconvex in the sense that for
all n-tuples of pairwise distinct points .x1; : : : ; xn/ in @1�1Y ' @H2 ' S1, we have
�.x1/C � � � C �.xn/ D Rn.

Lemma 2.21 ([38]). IfX! Y is a finite cover, then there is a canonical homeomorphism
@1�1X ' @1�1Y , which is �1X -equivariant with respect to the inclusion �1X ,! �1Y .

Theorem 2.22. A representation of �1Y in PGL.n;R/ is Hitchin if and only if it is
hyperconvex.
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Proof. Let Y ' Œ†nX� be a presentation of Y (see Definition 2.1), and let % be a Hitchin
representation of �1Y . Then %j�1X is Hitchin by Lemma 2.8. By [43, Theorem 1.4], there
exists a �1X -equivariant, hyperconvex curve � W @1�1X ! RPn�1. Given an element
 2 �1Y , let us consider the map

%./ ı � ı �1 W .@1�1Y D @1�1X/! RPn�1;

where @1�1X is identified with @1�1Y via the �1X -equivariant homeomorphism in
Lemma 2.21. It is straightforward to check that this map is hyperconvex. Moreover, it is
�1X -equivariant: if ı 2 �1X , we see, as �1X is normal in �1Y , that .%./ ı � ı �1/ ı ı
D %./ ı .%.�1ı/ ı � ı �1/ D %.ı/ ı .%./ ı � ı �1/. So, by uniqueness of such a
map [27, Proposition 16], %./ ı � ı �1 D � . As this holds for all  2 �1Y , we find that
� is �1Y -equivariant.

Conversely, assume that % is hyperconvex and let � W @1�1Y ! RPn�1 be the asso-
ciated �1Y -equivariant hyperconvex curve. Since �1X ,! �1Y , the curve � is also �1X -
equivariant. So, by [27, Théorème 1], %j�1X is a Hitchin representation. It then follows
from Corollary 2.14 that % is a Hitchin representation of �1Y .

Remark 2.23. In the course of the proof, we have seen that if % W �1Y ! PGL.n;R/
is a hyperconvex representation of �1Y , then the �1Y -equivariant hyperconvex curve
� W @1�1Y ! RPn�1 is unique.

2.6. Orbifolds with boundary

We refer to [9] for background on orbifolds with boundary: each point of a smooth orb-
ifold with boundary admits an open neighborhood with a presentation of the form Œ�nU �

where U is an open subspace of a closed half-space and � is a finite group, acting faith-
fully on U by diffeomorphisms. In particular, the boundary of an n-dimensional orbifold
with boundary is an .n � 1/-dimensional closed orbifold. In dimension 2, the boundary
components of a compact orbifold with boundary are therefore either circles (with triv-
ial orbifold structure) or segments with endpoints that are mirror points. The latter are
called full 1-orbifolds in [9] (see Figure 2.2). The Euler characteristic of an orbifold with
boundary Y is given by the formula

�.Y / D �.jY j/ �

kX
iD1

�
1 �

1

mi

�
�
1

2

X̀
jD1

�
1 �

1

nj

�
�
1

2
b;

where k is the number of cone points, ` the number of corner reflectors, and b the number
of full 1-orbifold boundary components of Y [9, p. 1029].

To introduce a notion of Hitchin component for orbifolds with boundary, we need
to impose an extra condition: the Teichmüller space of an orbifold with boundary, for
instance, is defined as the deformation space of hyperbolic structures with totally geodesic
boundary. Holonomy representations of such hyperbolic structures are exactly those rep-
resentations % W �1Y ! PGL.2;R/ that are discrete, faithful and convex cocompact.
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Y mY dY

Fig. 2.2. In Y andmY , the points lying on a bold side of the polygon (excluding vertices) are mirror
points, and the white dots are corner reflectors of order 2. In dY , the black dots are cone points of
order 2. The leftmost orbifold Y has two boundary components, which are full 1-orbifolds with gray
extremal points. The middle orbifold mY (resp. rightmost orbifold dY ) is a closed orbifold with
five corner reflectors (resp. cone points); dY is the orientation double cover ofmY . The underlying
topological space of Y and mY is a disk.

Given a 2-orbifold with boundary Y , we can construct a closed orbifold associated to Y ,
denoted by mY and obtained by decreeing that all boundary points of Y (lying in both
circles and full 1-orbifolds) are mirror points. We shall call mY the mirror of Y (see
Figures 2.2 and 2.3).

It has the same k cone points as Y , the same ` corner reflectors, plus an extra 2b
corner reflectors, each one of order 2, corresponding to extremal points of boundary full
1-orbifolds of Y . In particular, �.mY /D �.Y /. By definition of the Teichmüller space of
Y , one has T .Y /' T .mY /' Hit.�1.mY /;PGL.2;R// and it follows from the formula
for a closed orbifold (2.4) applied to mY (see [9, p. 1094]) that

dim T .Y / D �3�.jY j/C 2k C `C 2b D dim T .mY /:

Below we denote by dY the orientation double cover of mY : it has 2k C `C 2b cone
points and its Euler characteristic is equal to 2�.mY /. The Teichmüller space of mY can
be identified with the space of hyperbolic structures on dY that are invariant under the
canonical involution of dY .

Y mY dY

Fig. 2.3. The leftmost orbifold Y is a torus with boundary (it has trivial orbifold structure), the
middle orbifold mY is a non-orientable closed orbifold (points lying on the circle represented in
bold are mirror points), and the rightmost orbifold dY is a surface of genus 2 (with trivial orbifold
structure); dY is the orientation double cover of mY . The underlying topological space of Y and
mY is a torus minus an open disk.
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Let now g be the split real form of a simple complex Lie algebra gC , with correspond-
ing real structure � , and set G D Int.gC/

� . In order to define Hitchin representations for
the fundamental group of an orbifold with boundary Y , note first that �1Y is a subgroup
of �1.mY /.

Remark 2.24. The index Œ�1.mY / W �1Y � is infinite. Indeed, we can choose a hyperbolic
structure on mY and denote its holonomy representation by % W �1.mY /! PGL.2;R/.
It induces the hyperbolic structure on Y with geodesic boundary and %.�1Y /nH2 is
the complete hyperbolic orbifold made up of Y with funnels attached along the bound-
ary components. We see that the hyperbolic orbifold %.�1Y /nH2 has infinite area but
%.�1.mY //nH2 has finite area. Hence, the group �1Y is of infinite index in �1.mY /.

Let � W PGL.2;R/! G be the homomorphism induced by the choice of a princi-
pal 3-dimensional subalgebra sl.2;R/ � g. As in Definition 2.3, a representation % W
�1Y ! G is called Fuchsian if it lifts to a holonomy representation of hyperbolic struc-
ture (with totally geodesic boundary) on Y , i.e. if % extends to a Fuchsian representation
% W �1.mY /! G. Let us now introduce the map

ˆ W Rep.�1.mY /;G/! Rep.�1Y;G/; Œ�� 7! Œ�j�1Y �:

This map induces a homeomorphism between the Fuchsian locus of �1.mY / in
Rep.�1.mY /; G/ and the Fuchsian locus of �1Y in Rep.�1Y; G/, which motivates the
following definition.

Definition 2.25. Let Y be a compact connected 2-orbifold with boundary. We define
the Hitchin component Hit.�1Y;G/ to be ˆ.Hit.�1.mY /; G//, meaning the (connected)
subspace of Rep.�1Y;G/ consisting of (conjugacy classes of) G-representations of �1Y
that extend to a Hitchin representation of �1.mY / in G. A Hitchin representation of �1Y
is a representation % W �1Y ! G whose conjugacy class lies in Hit.�1Y;G/.

Note that the Fuchsian locus of �1Y in Rep.�1Y; G/ is indeed contained in
Hit.�1Y;G/.

Proposition 2.26. Let Y be a compact connected 2-orbifold with boundary and let mY
be the associated closed orbifold with mirror boundary. Then the map ˆ W � 7! �j�1Y
induces a homeomorphism

Hit.�1.mY /;G/
'
�! Hit.�1Y;G/:

Proof. The mapˆ WHit.�1.mY /;G/!Hit.�1Y;G/ given byˆ.Œ��/D Œ�j�1Y � is contin-
uous, and by definition of the Hitchin component of �1Y , it is surjective. Thus, it remains
to show that ˆ is injective and that its inverse is also continuous.

Each boundary component b of Y is either a circle or a full 1-orbifold, and the group
�1b may identify with a subgroup of �1Y . If b is a circle, then �1b is an infinite cyclic
subgroup C of �1Y . And, if b is a full 1-orbifold, the group �1b is the infinite dihedral
group C Ì .Z=2Z/, where C is a cyclic subgroup of �1b. In either case, we denote by b
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a generator of C . Note that there exists an order 2 element ıb 2 �1.mY / corresponding
to b such that ıb commutes with b .

Suppose now that % D %j�1Y for some Œ%� 2 Hit.�1.mY /; G/. By definition, there
exists a continuous path .%t /t2Œ0;1� in Hom.�1.mY /; G/ beginning at a Fuchsian rep-
resentation %0 and ending at %1 D % such that the G-conjugacy class of %t lies in
Hit.�1.mY /;G/.

IfmY ' Œ†0nX 0� is a presentation ofmY , whereX 0 is a closed orientable surface and
†0 is a finite group, then there exists q � 1 such that q

b
2 �1X

0. By [21, Theorem 1.9],
the element %t .

q

b
/D %t .

q

b
/ is positive hyperbolic, so it is semisimple and regular. Since

%t .ıb/ commutes with %t .b/ (and also %t .
q

b
/), it is also semisimple. It then follows

from the fact that ıb is of order 2 that the set of candidates for %t .ıb/ is finite, in particular,
discrete. By the continuity of %t , the element %t .ıb/ is conjugate to %0.ıb/ and hence to
�.J2/ 2 G with J2 D diag.1;�1/ 2 PGL.2;R/. Thus, the element %t .ıb/ is the unique
order 2 element in G that commutes with %.b/ and that is conjugate to �.J2/, and hence
% is uniquely determined by % and the map % 7! %.ıb/ is continuous. This implies that the
map ˆ is injective and its inverse is continuous.

Note that whenG D PGL.3;R/, the Hitchin components for the orbifold with bound-
ary Y we have defined coincides with the deformation space of convex real projective
structures with principal geodesic boundary on Y described in [9].

Remark 2.27. In [46], Labourie and McShane introduced a notion of Hitchin component
for the PGL.n;R/-representation space of the fundamental group of a compact orientable
surface with boundary S . The boundary condition that they impose on Fuchsian rep-
resentations is that a simple loop around a boundary component should go to a purely
loxodromic element of PGL.n;R/, and the Hitchin component in their sense, which we
denote by HS , is then the connected component of this Fuchsian locus inside the sub-
space of Hom.�1S;PGL.n;R//=PGL.n;R/ consisting of all representations satisfying
that boundary condition, thus generalizing the classical Teichmüller space of hyperbolic
structures with totally geodesic boundary on S . They show in [46, Theorem 9.2.2.2] that
% W �1S ! PGL.n;R/ is a Hitchin representation in their sense if and only if it extends to
a Hitchin representationb% W �1.dS/! PGL.n;R/, where dS is the doubled surface, such
thatb% is Z=2Z-equivariant with respect to the natural involution of dS and the involution
of PGL.n;R/ given by conjugation by Jn WD diag.1;�1;1;�1; : : :/ 2 PGL.n;R/. Equiv-
alently,b% is a representation of �1.dS/Ì .Z=2Z/ in PGL.n;R/. Since �1.dS/Ì .Z=2Z/
is isomorphic to the orbifold fundamental group of the orbifoldmS with underlying space
S obtained by decreeing that all boundary points of S are mirror points, the Hitchin com-
ponent HS of S in the sense of Labourie and McShane is indeed homeomorphic to the
Hitchin component of mS in the sense of Definition 2.4, thus to the Hitchin compo-
nent of S in the sense of Definition 2.25. In particular, Theorem 5.8 and Corollary 5.15
will show that HS is homeomorphic to an open ball of dimension ��.S/.n2 � 1/ D
��.jmS j/.n2 � 1/.

Finally, we prove that Theorem 1.1 indeed holds for orbifolds with boundary.
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Theorem 2.28. Let Y be a compact connected 2-orbifold with boundary of negative Euler
characteristic. Then a Hitchin representation % W �1Y ! PGL.n;R/ is B-Anosov, dis-
crete, faithful and strongly irreducible. Moreover, for all  of infinite order in �1Y , the
element %./ is diagonalizable with distinct real eigenvalues.

Proof. By Definition 2.26, a Hitchin representation % W �1Y ! PGL.n;R/ extends to a
Hitchin representation % W �1.mY /! PGL.n;R/. By the results of Section 2.5 (Theo-
rem 1.1 for closed orbifolds), % is B-Anosov, strongly irreducible, discrete and faithful.
Moreover, it sends elements of infinite order in �1Y to purely loxodromic elements of
PGL.n;R/. So these last three properties also hold for % D %j�1Y and it only remains to
prove that % is B-Anosov and strongly irreducible.

Since % is B-Anosov and �1Y ,! �1.mY / is a quasi-isometric embedding with
respect to the word metric on each group, we find that %D %j�1Y is B-Anosov [26, Theo-
rem 1.3]. As a consequence of the B-Anosov property, % is proximal relative to full flags
[29, Lemma 3.1]. But since % D %j�1Y with % Hitchin, [29, Lemma 5.12] shows that % is
strongly irreducible (the assumptions of Lemma 5.12 are satisfied because of [43] and its
generalization to closed orbifolds in Section 2.5).

3. Hitchin’s equations in an equivariant setting

In this section, we give a short presentation of the results of equivariant non-Abelian
Hodge theory that we need for our purposes, using previous work of Simpson [58, 59],
Ho, Wilkin and Wu [36] and García-Prada and Wilkin [23]. Since we are only interested
in certain particular groups of adjoint type in this paper, we can afford to work with Lie
algebra bundles.

3.1. From orbifold representations to equivariant flat bundles

Let us fix a presentation Y ' Œ†nX� as in Definition 2.1. In particular, there is a short
exact sequence 1!�1X!�1Y !†! 1 and the universal covers ofX and Y are �1X -
equivariantly isomorphic: zX ' zY . It is well-known that ifG is a Lie group of adjoint type
with Lie algebra g, and % W �1X ! G is a representation of �1X in G, then there is,
associated to it, a flat Lie algebraG-bundle E% WD �1Xn. zX � g/ onX . In Proposition 3.2
below, we recall that if % W �1X ! G is the restriction to �1X of a representation of �1Y
into G, then the action of † on X lifts to E%, giving it a structure of †-equivariant bundle
in the following sense.

Definition 3.1 (Equivariant bundle). A †-equivariant Lie algebra G-bundle over .X;†/
is a pair .E; �/ consisting of a smooth Lie algebra G-bundle E and a family � D .�� /�2†
of bundle homomorphisms

E
�� //

��

E

��

X
� // X

(3.1)
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satisfying �1† D IdE and, for all �1; �2 in †, ��1�2 D ��1��2 . A homomorphism of †-
equivariant bundles over X is a bundle homomorphism (over IdX ) that commutes with
the †-equivariant structures. A †-subbundle of .E; �/ is a subbundle F � E such that,
for all � 2 †, �� .F / � F . In particular, .F; � jF / is itself a †-equivariant bundle on X .

When we say Lie algebra G-bundle, we mean a locally trivial G-bundle whose fibers
are modeled on a Lie algebra equipped with an effective action of G by Lie algebra auto-
morphisms. The most important case for us is when G is of adjoint type and g D Lie.G/.
Homomorphisms of such bundles are understood to be Lie algebra homomorphisms fiber-
wise. A definition similar to Definition 3.1 of course holds for usual vector bundles, as
well as for principal bundles. If .E; �/ is a †-equivariant bundle on X , there are canon-
ical isomorphisms '� W E

'
�! ��E satisfying '1† D IdE and '�1�2 D .��2 '�1/'�2 for

all �1; �2 in †. Conversely, such a family .'� /�2† defines a †-equivariant structure �
on E, the relation between the two notions being given by �� D z�E ı '� , where z�E

is the canonical map ��E ! E over � W X ! X satisfying e�1�2E D e�1E e�2��1E and
��2 '�1 D .e�2��1E /�1'�1 e�2E .

In what follows, given a †-equivariant bundle .E; �/, we will always identify E with
��E using '� . In particular, there is an induced action of† on the space ofG-connections
on E, which we denote by AE . This action is defined as follows: if r is a G-connection
on E and � 2 †, then r� WD ��r is a connection on ��E, which has been canonically
identified withE via '� . This sets up a right action of† on AE , which may, equivalently,
be defined by noting that† acts on�k.X IE/D �.ƒkT �X ˝E/ by � �! WD .� ˝ �� / ı
! ı ��1 (see (3.5)), and setting r� WD ��1r� (see Proposition 3.20). The group † also
acts on the gauge group GE of E via u� WD ��u (or equivalently u� D ��1� ı u ı �� ). The
†-action on AE is then compatible with the gauge action on that space, in the sense that
.u�1ru/� D .u� /�1r�u� : In particular, Fix†.GE / acts on Fix†.AE /. We also observe
that Fr� D ��Fr DW F

�
r

in �2.X IE/. In particular, † acts on the set F �1.0/ of flat
connections on E. It remains to see that if % W �1Y ! G is a group homomorphism,
then there is indeed a canonical †-equivariant structure on the Lie algebra bundle E% D

�1Xn. zX � g/ over X .

Proposition 3.2. Given  2 �1Y , the map

z� W zX � g 3 .�; v/ 7! . � �; %./ � v/ 2 zX � g (3.2)

descends to a map �� on E% that only depends on the class � of  in † D �1Y=�1X . The
collection � WD .�� /�2† of these maps defines a †-equivariant structure on E%. More-
over, the canonical flat connection on E%, induced by the trivial connection on zX � g, is
†-invariant with respect to the action of † on the space of connections on E% associated
to � .

Proof. Let us check that z� descends to E%: if ı 2 �1X , then z�z�ı D z�ı0z� with ı0 WD
ı�1 2 �1X . A similar computation shows that the induced transformation of E% indeed
only depends on the class of  modulo �1X . The connection on E% induced by the trivial
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connection on V WD zX � g is †-invariant because the trivial connection on V is �1Y -
invariant with respect to the �1Y -equivariant structure .z� /2�1Y on V .

Therefore, given a presentation Y ' Œ†nX�, we have set up a map

Hom.�1Y;G/=G ! ¹†-equivariant flat G-bundles on Xº=isomorphism; (3.3)

where a †-equivariant flat bundle is defined as follows.

Definition 3.3 (Equivariant flat bundle). A†-equivariant flat bundle on .X;†/ is a triple
.E;r; �/ where .E;r/ is a flat bundle on X and � is a †-equivariant structure on E that
leaves the connection r invariant. A homomorphism of †-equivariant flat bundles is a
homomorphism of flat bundles that commutes with the †-equivariant structures.

An inverse map to (3.3) is provided by the holonomy of †-invariant flat connections.
More precisely, as in [35, 54], we will have one such holonomy map for each isomor-
phism class of †-equivariant bundles. To prove this, we first need a description of �1Y
in terms of paths in X . Let us choose a point x 2 X and consider the set Px , consist-
ing of pairs .Œc�; �/ where � 2 † and Œc� is the homotopy class of a path c W Œ0; 1�! X

satisfying c.0/ D x and c.1/ D �.x/, equipped with the group law .Œc1�; �1/.Œc2�; �2/ D

.Œc1.�1 ı c2/�; �1�2/. Our convention for concatenating paths is from left to right, so the
above group law is well-defined. Note that if † has fixed points in X and x 2 Fix†.X/,
then Px ' �1X Ì† for the natural left action of † on �1X . In what follows, we denote
by zx the base point of zX corresponding to the homotopy class of the constant path at x
in X . Recall that �1Y D AutY . zY /.

Lemma 3.4. The map �1Y ! Px sending  2 �1Y to .Œc �; �/, where c W Œ0; 1�! X

is the projection to X of an arbitrary path from zx to .zx/ in zX and � is the class of  in
† D �1Y=�1X , is a group isomorphism.

Proof. Note that Œc � is well-defined because zX is simply connected. Moreover, the map
 7! .Œc �; �/ is a group homomorphism. To see that it is injective, assume that .Œc �; �/D
.zx; 1†/. As � D 1†, we see that  2 �1X . And since c is homotopic to the constant path
at x in X , the path it lifts to in zX goes from zx to zx. In particular, .zx/ D zx, and since
 2 �1X and �1X acts freely on zX , this implies that  D 1�1X D 1�1Y . To see that
our map �1Y ! Px is also surjective, take .Œc�; �/ in Px and let us denote by q the
universal covering map q W zX ! X . The path c goes from x to �.x/ in X and it lifts
to a path from zx to a point � in the fiber of q over �.x/. Since � ı q W zX ! X is also
a universal covering map, there exists a unique continuous map  W zX ! zX such that
q ı  D � ı q and .zx/D �. Since  W zX ! zX lies over � W X ! X , we find that  maps
to � in �1Y=�1X , and since � WX!X lies over IdY , we also have  2AutY . zY /D �1Y .
Finally, by definition of Œc �, we conclude that Œc � D Œc�.

For all .Œc�; �/ 2 Px , we consider the map ��1� ı T
r
c W Ex ! Ex obtained by com-

posing the parallel transport operator along the path c with respect to r with the bundle
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map ��1� . Because of our convention on concatenation of paths, this will be a group anti-
homomorphism from Px to Aut.Ex/, as we now show.

Theorem 3.5. Given a presentation Y ' Œ†nX� and a †-equivariant flat G-bundle
.E; r; �/ over X , there is a group homomorphism f%r W �1Y ' Px ! G obtained
by taking .Œc�; �/ 2 Px to ��1� ı T

r
c 2 Aut.Ex/. Moreover, the restriction of f%r to

�1X < �1Y is the holonomy representation %r W �1X ! G, and two gauge-equivalent
connections induce conjugate representations. We therefore obtain a continuous map
Fix†.F �1.0//=Fix†.GE / ! Hom.�1Y; G/=G from gauge orbits of †-invariant, flat
connections on .E; �/ to Rep.�1Y;G/ which, composed with the map (3.3), is the identity
map of Fix†.F �1.0//=Fix†.GE /.

Proof. The statement follows from the definition of Px and the properties of parallel
transport operators, namely that if T rc is the parallel transport operator along the path c
with respect to a connection r, there is a commutative diagram

Ec.0/
Tr

�

c //

��

��

Ec.1/

��

��

E�.c.0//
Tr�ıc // E�.c.1//

where, as earlier, r� D ��r (by definition). For a detailed proof of the above, we refer
for instance to [54, Section 4.1]. In particular, if r� D r, then T r�ıc D ��T

r
c �
�1
� , which

readily implies that the map .Œc�; �/ 7! ��1� ı T
r
c is a group anti-homomorphism from

�1Y to Aut.Ex/ (since T r
c1.�1ıc2/

D T r�1ıc2 ı T
r
c1

, due to our convention on concatenation
of paths). The rest of the theorem is proved as in the case † D ¹1º.

Corollary 3.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.5, there is a homeomorphism

Hom.�1Y;G/=G '
G

ŒE;��2P†

Fix†.F �1.0//=Fix†.GE /;

where P† is the set of isomorphism classes of †-equivariant smooth Lie algebra G-
bundles with fiber g D Lie.G/ on X .

3.2. From equivariant flat bundles to equivariant harmonic bundles

Let now g be a real semisimple Lie algebra and let G be the group of real points of
Int.g ˝ C/. Let .E; r/ be a flat Lie algebra bundle over X , with typical fiber g and
structure groupG. Choose a Cartan involution � WG!G and denote byK WD Fix.�/ <G
the associated maximal compact subgroup of G. The induced Lie algebra automorphism
will also be denoted by � . Let %r W �1X ! G be the holonomy representation associated
to the flat connection r. For a flat G-bundle, a reduction of structure group from G to
K D Fix.�/ (also called a K-reduction) can be defined as a �1X -equivariant map f W
zX ! G=K, where �1X acts on G=K via %r and left translations by elements of G. If
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such a map f is given, then E D �1Xn. zX � g/ inherits an involutive automorphism �f ,
induced by the map

z�f W zX � g 3 .�; v/ 7! .�;Adf .�/�.f .�//�1�.v// 2 zX � g (3.4)

(it is immediate to check that z�f indeed descends to the bundle �1Xn. zX � g/), as well as
a direct sum decomposition E ' EK ˚ P where EK WD Fix.�f / is a Lie algebra bundle
with structure group K and typical fiber k WD Lie.K/ and P WD ¹v 2 E j �f .v/ D �vº
is a vector bundle with structure group K and typical fiber p WD ¹v 2 g j �.v/ D �vº,
satisfying ŒEK ; P � � P and ŒP; P � � EK with respect to the fiberwise Lie bracket. The
decompositionE DEK ˚P will be called a Cartan decomposition and the involution �f
a Cartan involution of E. It induces an identification AE ' AEK � �

1.X IP /, where
AEK is the space of K-connections on EK . Let then .E;r; �/ be a †-equivariant flat
bundle onX , in the sense of Definition 3.3. By Theorem 3.5, the holonomy representation
%r W �1X ! G extends to a group homomorphism f%r W �1Y ! G. We will be interested
in �1X -equivariant maps f W zX ! G=K that are in fact �1Y -equivariant (with respect
to f%r).

Proposition 3.7. Let .E;r; �/ be a †-equivariant flat bundle on X and let Y be the
orbifold Œ†nX�. Consider the canonical morphism " W �1Y ! �1Y=�1X ' †. Then the
following properties hold:

(1) The group �1Y acts on the set of �1X -equivariant maps f W zX ! G=K by f  WDf%r.�1/.f ı /.
(2) If �f is the Cartan involution of E associated to f , then, for all  2 �1Y , we have

�f  D �
"./

f
, where "./ 2 † acts on �f via the †-action on gauge transformations

of .E; �/: ��
f
D ��1� �f �� for all � 2 †.

(3) LetE 'EK ˚P be the Cartan decomposition ofE associated to f and let .Af ; f /
2 AEK � �

1.X IP / be the induced decomposition of r into a K-connection and
a P -valued 1-form, i.e. r D Af C  f . Then, for all  2 �1Y , we have Af  D A

"./

f

and  f  D  
"./

f
.

(4) If the map f W zX!G=K is �1Y -equivariant, then �f commutes to the†-equivariant
structure � on E. In particular, the restriction of � induces †-equivariant structures
on the K-bundles EK and P , therefore also a †-action on AEK and �1.X IP /, and
the pair .Af ;  f / 2 AEK ��

1.X IP / is †-invariant.

Proof. (1) We check that the map f%r.�1/.f ı / from zX to G=K is �1X -equivariant.
Since ı�1 2 �1X C �1Y , we have, for all � 2 zX and all ı 2 �1X ,

f%r.�1/.f ı /.ı � �/ D f%r.�1/%r.ı�1/f . � �/ D %r.ı/�f%r.�1/.f ı /.�/�:
(2) It suffices to show that the map z�f defined in (3.4) satisfies e�f  D z��1 ı z�f ı z� ,

where z� is the map defined in (3.2), which follows from a direct computation.
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(3) This is a simple computation, using the explicit definition ofAf D 1
2
.r C �f r�

�1
f
/

and  f D r � Af , as well as the †-invariance of r.
(4) This follows immediately from the previous three properties.

Of course, for Proposition 3.7 to be useful, we need to make sure that �1Y -equiva-
riant maps f W zX ! G=K indeed exist. One way to see this is as follows. Let PE be the
principal G-bundle associated to E and let PE .G=K/ WD PE �G .G=K/ be the bundle
whose sections are K-reductions of PE . The †-equivariant structure � on E induces a
†-equivariant structure on PE , which we shall still denote by � . Note that this � is a †-
equivariant structure in the principal bundle sense, so we have the compatibility relation
�� .p � g/ D �� .p/ � g between � and the action of G on PE . Then PE .G=K/ also has a
†-equivariant structure, given by

PE �G .G=K/ 3 Œp; gK� 7! Œ�� .p/; gK� 2 PE �G .G=K/;

which is indeed well-defined by the previous remark. In particular, it makes sense to speak
of †-equivariant sections of PE .G=K/, and these do exist as we can average an arbitrary
section of PE .G=K/ over the finite group †, since there is a notion of center of mass in
the simply connected complete Riemannian manifoldG=K of non-positive curvature (see
e.g. [37, Section 3.2]). We then have the following result, whose proof is straightforward.

Lemma 3.8. Denote by q W zX ! X the universal covering map. Then there is a �1X -
equivariant isomorphism q�PE .G=K/ ' zX � G=K, which induces a bijection between
†-equivariant sections of PE .G=K/! X and �1Y -equivariant maps f W zX ! G=K.
In particular, the latter do exist.

We cannot speak of a †-equivariant map f W zX ! G=K, because the †-action on X
does not lift to zX in general. However, we will (slightly abusively) speak of †-invariant
reductions in the following sense.

Definition 3.9 (InvariantK-reduction). Let .E;r; �/ be a†-equivariant flat bundle onX .
A �1Y -equivariant map f W zX ! G=K will be called a †-invariant K-reduction of
.E;r; �/.

As Lemma 3.8 shows, �1Y -equivariant maps f W zX ! G=K exist, and as Propo-
sition 3.7 shows, the Cartan decomposition E ' EK ˚ P associated to such an f is
compatible with the †-action in the sense that �� .EK/ � EK and �� .P / � P for all
� 2 †. In the context of †-equivariant flat bundles, we then have the following notion of
stability, which generalizes Corlette’s definition [15, Definition 3.1] and will eventually
lead to a generalization of the Donaldson–Corlette Theorem [19], [15, Theorem 3.4.4].

Definition 3.10 (Stability condition for equivariant flat bundles). A†-equivariant flat Lie
algebra G-bundle .E;r; �/ on X is called:

� †-irreducible (or †-stable) if it contains no non-trivial r-invariant †-subbundle (or
equivalently, if the extended holonomy representation f%r W �1Y ! G � Aut.g/ of
Theorem 3.5 turns g into an irreducible �1Y -module),
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� †-completely reducible (or †-polystable) if .E;r; �/ is isomorphic to a direct sumLk
iD1.Ei ;ri ; �i / of irreducible †-equivariant flat bundles (or equivalently, g is iso-

morphic, as a �1Y -module, to a direct sum
Lk
iD1 gi of irreducible �1Y -modules).

Here, a �1Y -module is a pair .g;%/ consisting of a Lie algebra g and a homomorphism
% W �1Y ! G to the group of real points of Int.g˝ C/, and another possible character-
ization of complete reducibility is to say that every r-invariant †-subbundle F of the
flat bundle .E;r/ has a complement that is both †-invariant and r-invariant (or equiv-
alently, that any �1Y -submodule of g has a �1Y -invariant complement). Evidently, if a
flat bundle .E;r/ is stable, then, for any †-equivariant structure � leaving r invariant,
the equivariant flat bundle .E;r; �/ is†-stable. But†-stability of .E;r; �/ only implies
polystability of .E;r/ in general. As a matter of fact, .E;r; �/ is †-polystable if and
only if .E;r/ is polystable, as follows from the following result.

Proposition 3.11. Let g be a real semisimple Lie algebra and let G be the group of
real points of Int.g ˝ C/. Let Œ†nX� ' Y be a presentation of the orbifold Y and let
% W �1Y ! G be a representation of the orbifold fundamental group of Y in G. Then
g is completely reducible as a �1Y -module if and only if it is completely reducible as a
�1X -module.

Proof. Since �1X is a normal subgroup of finite index of �1Y , the result follows for
instance from [56].

The next result lays the groundwork for the first half of the non-Abelian Hodge
correspondence for †-equivariant bundles: if the †-equivariant flat bundle .E;r; �/ is
†-polystable, it admits a †-invariant harmonic K-reduction f (in the sense of Defini-
tion 3.9), which defines a †-equivariant harmonic bundle .E;r; f; �/, i.e. a harmonic
bundle .E;r; f / endowed with a †-equivariant structure � that leaves the connection r,
the harmonic K-reduction f , the connection Af and the 1-form  f all invariant.

Theorem 3.12 (Invariant harmonic reductions of equivariant bundles, [36, Theorem 2.2]).
Let g be a real semisimple Lie algebra and letG be the group of real points of Int.g˝C/.
Let K < G be a maximal compact subgroup and let .E;r; �/ be a †-equivariant flat Lie
algebra G-bundle with fiber g over X . Then .E;r; �/ admits a †-invariant harmonic
K-reduction f W zX ! G=K if and only if it is †-polystable.

Remark 3.13. In [36], Theorem 3.12 is proved in the special case where†' Z=2Z, but
their techniques extend to the case where † is any finite group. Note also that, in [36],
X is of arbitrary dimension.

3.3. From equivariant Higgs bundles to equivariant harmonic bundles

Let .X; †/ be a closed orientable surface equipped with an action of a finite group †.
We fix an orientation and a †-invariant Riemannian metric g on X , and denote by J the
associated complex structure. Then a transformation � 2 † is holomorphic with respect
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to J if it preserves the orientation of X ; otherwise, it is anti-holomorphic (note that, here,
† is a subgroup of Diff.X/, and not of MCG.X/ D �0.Diff.X//, so finding a complex
structure J on X such that † � Aut˙.X; J / is elementary). A †-equivariant structure �
on a holomorphic vector bundle E ! X is a family � D .�� /�2† of either holomorphic
or anti-holomorphic transformations of E such that

(1) for all � 2 †, diagram (3.1) (with E replaced by E) is commutative,

(2) the bundle map �� is fiberwise C-linear if � W X ! X is holomorphic and fiberwise
C-anti-linear if � W X ! X is anti-holomorphic,

(3) �1† D IdE and, for all �1; �2 2 †, ��1�2 D ��1��2 .

For instance, the canonical bundle KX of X has a †-equivariant structure induced by the
†-action on X . Moreover, if .E; �/ is a †-equivariant holomorphic vector bundle on X ,
then any associated bundle inherits a †-equivariant structure. For instance, End.E/ '
E� ˝ E has the induced †-equivariant structure � ˝ v 7! .� ı ��1� /˝ �� .v/, which we
shall simply denote by � . As a consequence, KX ˝ End.E/ also has an induced †-
equivariant structure, which we denote by .� ˝ �� /�2†, and the space of sections of
KX ˝ End.E/, being the space of sections of an equivariant bundle, inherits a †-action
defined, for � 2 †, by

�.'/ WD .� ˝ �� / ı ' ı �
�1: (3.5)

Whenever the holomorphic vector bundle E has an extra structure (for instance, a holo-
morphic Lie bracket), we will assume, in the definition of a†-equivariant structure � , that
the bundle maps �� W E ! E are compatible with that structure.

In this paper, we consider G-Higgs bundles on X for G a real form of a connected
semisimple complex Lie group of adjoint typeGC . We denote by g the Lie algebra ofG. If
� W G ! G is a Cartan involution, K WD Fix.�/ < G is the associated maximal compact
subgroup and K ! GL.p/ is the isotropy (adjoint) representation of K on the .�1/-
eigenspace of � W g! g, then, by definition, a G-Higgs bundle on X is a pair .P ; '/
consisting of a holomorphic principal KC-bundle P , where KC is the complexification
of K, and a holomorphic section ' 2 H 0.X IKX ˝ P .pC//, where pC WD p ˝ C and
P .pC/ WD P �KC pC .

Let us now specialize this definition to the case where G is the group of real points of
GC WD Int.gC/, where g is a real semisimple Lie algebra and gC WD g˝C. We let k be a
maximal compact Lie subalgebra of g, with respect to the Killing form �, and we denote
by KC < GC be the connected subgroup corresponding to the Lie algebra kC WD k ˝ C
(i.e. here, KC D Int.k ˝ C/). We denote by �C (resp. �C) the C-linear extension to gC

of the Cartan involution � (resp. Killing form �) of g. Then KC D Fix.�C/ in GC and
we set K WD Fix.�/ in G. Moreover, the positive definite quadratic form B� .x; y/ WD

��.�.x/; y/ on g induces a non-degenerate C-valued quadratic form B�C
on gC , whose

group of isometries containsKC and whose space of symmetric endomorphisms contains
the space of adjoint transformations of the form adx D Œx; �� for x 2 pC WD p˝C. Using
the faithful representations KC ,! O.gC; B�C

/ and pC ,! Sym.gC; B�C
/, we can now

give the following definition of a G-Higgs bundle for G as above.
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Definition 3.14 (Higgs bundles for real forms of connected complex semisimple Lie
groups of adjoint type). Let g be a real semisimple Lie algebra and let G be the group
of real points of GC WD Int.g˝C/. Let g D k ˚ p be a Cartan decomposition of g with
Cartan involution � . LetK be the maximal compact subgroup ofG with Lie algebra k and
let KC be the complex subgroup of GC with Lie algebra k ˝ C and maximal compact
subgroup K.

By a G-Higgs bundle on the Riemann surface X , we shall mean a pair .E; '/ consist-
ing of

� a holomorphic Lie algebra bundle E with typical fiber gC WD g˝C and structure group
KC , and

� a holomorphic 1-form ' 2 H 0.X IKX ˝ adpC .E//, called the Higgs field,

where by adpC .E/ we mean the bundle of symmetric adjoint endomorphisms of E , i.e.
endomorphisms of E locally of the form ad� D Œ�; �� W gC! gC for some � 2 pC WD p˝C.
This notion is indeed independent of the choice of local trivialization because the adjoint
action of KC preserves pC .

By construction, the groupKC is reductive. It is not necessarily connected (its identity
component is Int.k˝C/). For instance, whenG D PGL.2;R/, one hasKC D PO.2;C/,
which has two connected components, the identity component being PSO.2; C/ '
C�=¹˙1º.

Remark 3.15. Giving a G-Higgs bundle in the sense of Definition 3.14 is equivalent to
giving a triple .E; ˇ; '/ where

� E is a holomorphic Lie algebra bundle with typical fiber gC WD g˝ C and structure
group GC ,

� ˇ 2 H 0.X IS2E�/ is a non-degenerate quadratic form on E which is compatible with
the Lie bracket in the sense that ˇ.Œv1; v2�; v3/ D ˇ.v1; Œv2; v3�/, and

� ' 2 H 0.X IKX ˝ ad.E// is symmetric with respect to ˇ.

Indeed, ˇ will be fiberwise of the form B�C
for � W g! g a (fixed) Cartan involution, thus

inducing a reduction of structure group fromGC toKC , so the Higgs field ' is symmetric
with respect to ˇ if and only if it is adpC .E/-valued.

It will be convenient, at times, to see a holomorphic vector bundle E as a pair .E; @E /
consisting of a smooth complex vector bundle E on X and a Dolbeault operator @E W
�0.X IE/! �0;1.X IE/. As an example of G-Higgs bundle for G as above, consider
the case where g D hC is already a complex semisimple Lie algebra. Then KC ' HC ,
pC ' hC and P .pC/ ' P �HC hC ' ad.P /. So, when G D HC is a connected com-
plex semisimple Lie group of adjoint type, an HC-Higgs bundle can be thought of as
a holomorphic Lie algebra vector bundle E , with typical fiber hC and structure group
HC ' Int.hC/, equipped with a holomorphic 1-form ' with values in adjoint endomor-
phisms of E .
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Another fundamental example is given by the case where g D k is a compact semi-
simple Lie algebra. ThenG DK, so pD 0, and aK-Higgs bundle is a pair .E;'/D .E; 0/
consisting of a holomorphic Lie algebra vector bundle E , with typical fiber kC and struc-
ture group KC . Note that when k D u.n/, then K ' PU.n/.

A more elaborate example is given as follows: given a real semisimple Lie algebra g

and G the group of real points of Int.gC/, if f W zX ! G=K is a harmonic K-reduction
of a polystable flat Lie algebra G-bundle .E;r/, with associated Cartan decomposition
E D EK ˚ P and r D Af C  f , then the harmonic bundle .E ˝C; d0;1Af ;  

1;0
f
/ is a G-

Higgs bundle. In this last example, the vector bundle E in particular has vanishing Chern
classes. In our context, the following definition is then natural (and is a special case of the
notion of pseudo-equivariant G-Higgs bundle developed for an arbitrary semisimple Lie
group G in [23, 31]).

Definition 3.16 (Equivariant Higgs bundles). A †-equivariant G-Higgs bundle on
.X; †/ is a triple .E; '; �/ consisting of a G-Higgs bundle .E; '/ and a †-equivariant
structure � D .�� /�2† leaving the Higgs field ' invariant, i.e. such that, for all � 2 †,
one has �.'/ D ' with respect to the action of † on H 0.X IKX ˝ adpC .E// defined
in (3.5). A homomorphism of †-equivariant G-Higgs bundles is a homomorphism of
G-Higgs bundles that commutes to the †-equivariant structures.

The †-invariance condition on the Higgs field ' can also be phrased in the follow-
ing way: for all � 2 †, the following diagram, where by � we mean the †-equivariant
structure of adpC .E/ � End.E/ induced by that of E , is commutative:

adpC .E/
'
//

��

��

KX ˝ adpC .E/

�˝��

��

adpC .E/
'
// KX ˝ adpC .E/

We will now further restrict ourselves to G-Higgs bundles that have vanishing Chern
classes, because, in that case, we can take semistability of a principal G-Higgs bundle
.P ; '/ to mean that the vector G-Higgs bundle .P .VC/; 'VC / associated to .P ; '/ via a
faithful representationGC ,!GL.VC/ is semistable [59, p. 86]. Here, asGC is of adjoint
type, we can take VC WD gC . In the †-equivariant setting, we then have the following
definition, which will be sufficient for our purposes.

Definition 3.17 (Stability condition for equivariant Higgs bundles). Let g be a real semi-
simple Lie algebra and let G be the group of real points of Int.g˝ C/. A †-equivariant
G-Higgs bundle .E; '; �/ with vanishing first Chern class on X is called

� †-semistable if, for every non-trivial subbundle F � E such that '.F / � KX ˝ F

and �� .F / � F for all � 2 †, the degree of F is non-positive, i.e. deg.F / � 0,

� †-stable if the above inequality is strict,

� †-polystable if it is isomorphic to a direct sum of †-stable equivariant Higgs bundles
of degree 0.
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The point of this definition is that any †-semistable equivariant G-Higgs bundle has
an associated †-polystable equivariant Higgs bundle (the graded object associated to any
choice of a Jordan–Hölder filtration of the initial bundle, defined up to isomorphism) and
that such objects admit a characterization in terms of special metrics, namely Hermitian–
Yang–Mills metrics (Theorem 3.18, which is due to Simpson [58, 59]). An example of
such a †-polystable equivariant G-Higgs bundle is provided by the equivariant G-Higgs
bundle .E ˝C; d0;1Af ; 

1;0
f
; �/ associated to a†-invariant harmonicK-reduction f W zX!

G=K of a†-polystable equivariant flat bundle .E;r; �/. Note that such a map f exists by
Theorem 3.12. Moreover, Theorem 1 of [58] is already stated in a †-equivariant setting,
for† a finite group of holomorphic automorphisms ofX . The extension to the case where
† is allowed to contain anti-holomorphic transformations of X is not difficult, once one
realizes that such a group † still acts on the space of smooth Hermitian metrics on a
holomorphic vector bundle E , by setting, for all x 2 X and all v1; v2 in Ex ,

h�x.v1; v2/ D

8<: h�.x/.�� .v1/; �� .v2// if � is holomorphic on X;

h�.x/.�� .v1/; �� .v2// if � is anti-holomorphic on X:
(3.6)

We can therefore use Simpson’s theorem [58, Theorem 1]. Note that Simpson’s version
actually has one extra degree of generality, namely the Higgs field ' is not assumed to be
preserved by the†-action, instead it suffices that there exists a character � W†!C� such
that, for all � 2 †, �.'/ D �.�/'; when † contains anti-holomorphic transformations,
the group homomorphism � W †! C� should be replaced by a crossed homomorphism,
with respect to the action of † on C� defined by the canonical morphism †! Z=2Z
followed by complex conjugation on C�, but in any case this is not necessary for us
here. As a matter of fact, we also need Simpson’s extension of his result to G-Higgs
bundles with G a real form of a complex semisimple Lie group [59, Corollary 6.16]. A
different approach to Theorem 3.18 below and its generalization to pseudo-equivariantG-
Higgs bundles can be found in [23, Theorem 4.4]. Given a G-Higgs bundle .E; '/ (with
vanishing first Chern class) equipped with a Hermitian metric h, we denote by '�h the
fiberwise adjoint of the Higgs field ' with respect to h, and by Ah the Chern connection
associated to h. Recall that h is called a Hermitian–Yang–Mills metric on .E; '/ if the
Chern connection Ah satisfies the self-duality equation FAh C Œ'; '

�h � D 0. In that case,
the triple .E; '; h/ defines a harmonic bundle in the sense of Section 3.2 and the next,
fundamental, result of Simpson says that all harmonic bundles arise in this way from
polystable Higgs bundles with vanishing first Chern class.

Theorem 3.18 ([58,59]). Let g be a real semisimple Lie algebra and letG be the group of
real points of Int.g˝C/. Let .E;';�/ be a†-equivariantG-Higgs bundle with vanishing
first Chern class on X . Then there exists a †-invariant Hermitian–Yang–Mills metric h
on the holomorphic vector bundle E if and only if .E; '; �/ is †-polystable.

Corollary 3.19. Let .E; '; �/ be a †-equivariant G-Higgs bundle with vanishing first
Chern class on X . If .E; '; �/ is †-polystable as an equivariant G-Higgs bundle, then
.E; '/ is polystable as a G-Higgs bundle.
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Proof. Assume that .E; '; �/ is †-polystable. Then, by Theorem 3.18, it admits a †-
invariant Yang–Mills metric h. Such a metric is in particular Hermitian–Yang–Mills, so
.E; '/ is polystable as a G-Higgs bundle.

Our next goal is to show that the Chern connection of a†-invariant metric is necessar-
ily†-invariant. This will follow from an elementary observation (Proposition 3.20). Let E

be a holomorphic vector bundle onX and think of it as a smooth vector bundleE equipped
with a Dolbeault operator @E W �0.X IE/! �0;1.X IE/. Saying that � D .�� /�2† is a
†-equivariant structure in the holomorphic sense on E is equivalent to saying that � is a
†-equivariant structure in the smooth sense on E such that, additionally, �@E��1 D @E
for all � 2 †, i.e. the Dolbeault operator @E is equivariant with respect to the †-actions
induced by � on �0.X IE/ and �0;1.X IE/. Indeed, that equivariance condition implies
that each �� preserves the space ker @E of holomorphic sections of E , therefore is either
holomorphic or anti-holomorphic with respect to @E .

Proposition 3.20. Let .E; @E ; �/ be a †-equivariant holomorphic vector bundle on X .
Then there is a right action D 7! D� of the group † on the space ¹D W �0.X IE/!
�1.X IE/ j D0;1 D @E º of linear connections compatible with @E . Moreover, if h is a
Hermitian metric on .E; @E / and Ah is the Chern connection associated to h, then one
has, for all � 2 †, A�

h
D Ah� with respect to the action of † on the space of metrics

defined in (3.6). In particular, if h is †-invariant, then so is the Chern connection Ah.

Proof. First, we define an action of † on the space of linear connections on E that
are compatible with the holomorphic structure @E . Set D� WD ��1D� , where � acts
on �k.X IE/ in the usual way (see for instance (3.5)). It is clear that this action pre-
serves the subspaces of .1; 0/ and .0; 1/ pseudo-connections, as conjugation by � is a
C-linear operation. Then .��1D�/0;1 D ��1D0;1� D ��1@E� D @E , so D� is indeed
compatible with @E . Next, we prove that A�

h
D Ah� . Recall that the Chern connection

Ah associated to the metric h and the holomorphic structure @E is the linear connection
Ah WDDhC @E whereDh is the operator of type .1;0/ uniquely determined by the condi-
tion @J .h.s1; s2//D h.Dhs1; s2/C h.s1; @E s2/ for all smooth sections s1; s2 ofE (where
@J is the Cauchy–Riemann operator associated to J on X ). Then one has, for all � 2 †,
@J .h

� .s1; s2// D h
� ..��1Dh�/s1; s2/C h

� .s1; @E s2/, so Dh� D ��1Dh� D D�
h

and
Ah� D Dh� C @E D �

�1Dh� C �
�1@E� D �

�1Ah� D A
�
h

.

Combining Proposition 3.20 with Simpson’s Theorem 3.18, we obtain the main result
of this section, which is the second half of the non-Abelian Hodge correspondence for
†-equivariant bundles: if the †-equivariant G-Higgs bundle .E; '; �/ D .E; @E ; '; �/

is †-polystable, it admits a †-invariant Hermitian–Yang–Mills metric h, which defines
a †-equivariant harmonic bundle .E; @E ; '; h; �/ D .E;rh; h; �/, with †-invariant flat
connection rh WD Ah C  h where  h D ' C '�h .

Theorem 3.21. Let g be a real semisimple Lie algebra and let G be the group of real
points of Int.g ˝ C/. Let .E; '; �/ be a †-equivariant G-Higgs bundle on X . Then
.E; '; �/ is†-polystable if and only if there exists a†-invariant Hermitian metric h on E
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such that the associated Chern connection Ah is a†-invariant solution of the self-duality
equations, namely FAh C Œ'; '

�h � D 0 and, for all � 2 †, A�
h
D Ah.

Proof. Assume that .E; '; �/ is †-polystable. The existence of a †-invariant metric h
such that Ah satisfies FAh C Œ'; '

�h � D 0 is provided by [58] and [59], as recalled in
Theorem 3.18. The †-invariance of the associated Chern connection then comes from
Proposition 3.20.

3.4. Non-Abelian Hodge correspondence

Putting together the results of Section 3, we obtain, given a real semisimple Lie algebra g,
a hyperbolic 2-orbifold Y and a presentation Y ' Œ†nX� of that orbifold as a quotient of
a closed orientable hyperbolic surface X by the action of a finite group of isometries †,
a homeomorphism between the representation space Homc:r:.�1Y; G/=G of completely
reducible representations of the orbifold fundamental group �1Y into the group of real
points of Int.g˝C/ and the moduli space

M.X;†/.G/ WD

²
†-polystable equivariant G-Higgs bundles

.E; '; �/ with vanishing first Chern class on X

³ı
isomorphism

of isomorphism classes of †-polystable equivariant G-Higgs bundles with vanishing first
Chern class on X . We shall refer to that homeomorphism as a non-Abelian Hodge corre-
spondence for orbifolds, depending on the presentation Y ' Œ†nX�, and we now proceed
to analyzing the Hitchin component of Hom.�1Y;G/=G in terms of that correspondence.

4. Parameterization of Hitchin components

Throughout this section, we fix a presentation Y ' Œ†nX� of the orbifold Y , where X
is assumed to be a Riemann surface and † acts on X by transformations that are either
holomorphic or anti-holomorphic (see Definition 2.1), and we let G D Int.gC/

� , where g

is now a split real form of a complex simple Lie algebra. By Lemma 2.9, if % W �1Y !
G � GL.g/ is a Hitchin representation, then g is an irreducible �1Y -module under %.
So, using the non-Abelian Hodge correspondence for orbifolds recalled in Section 3.4,
we can think of Hit.�1Y;G/ as a connected component of

Homc:r:.�1Y;G/=G 'M.X;†/.G/: (4.1)

By Corollary 3.19, there is a well-defined map J W M.X;†/.G/ 3 .E; '; �/ 7! .E; '/ 2

MX .G/ forgetting the †-equivariant structure � . The group † acts on MX .G/ (by pull-
back of bundles and Higgs fields, see (4.5)) and, as in Lemma 2.7, the image of J is
contained in Fix†.MX .G// but the resulting map J W M.X;†/.G/! Fix†.MX .G// is
again neither injective nor surjective in general. In this section, we will show that if
we restrict it to Hit.�1Y; G/ �M.X;†/.G/, then the map J induces a homeomorphism
Hit.�1Y;G/ ' Fix†.Hit.�1X;G//.
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4.1. Equivariance of the Hitchin fibration

Recall that † acts on X by transformations that are either holomorphic or anti-holomor-
phic. The induced action on the canonical bundle KX defines a †-equivariant structure
.�� /�2† in the holomorphic sense on KX . As seen in Section 3.3, this in turn induces
an action of † on all tensor powers KdX of the canonical bundle, and on sections of such
bundles: if s 2 H 0.X IKdX / and � 2 †, we set �.s/ WD �� ı s ı ��1.

KdX
�� //

��

KdX

��

X

s

TT

� // X

�.s/

TT

(4.2)

Since � and �� are either simultaneously holomorphic or simultaneously anti-holomor-
phic, �.s/ is indeed a holomorphic section ofKdX . Explicitly for d D 1, as �� WKX !KX
is just the transpose of the tangent map T��1, we have

�.s/ D

8<: .��1/�s if � is holomorphic,

.��1/�s if � is anti-holomorphic,

where, by definition, .��1/�s sends v 2 TzX to .s.��1.z// ı Tz��1/ � v 2C. And finally,
if X is an open set in C with an action of † and s.z/ D f .z/dz, then

�.s/ D

8<: .f ı ��1/.@�/dz if � is holomorphic,

f ı ��1 .@�/dz if � is anti-holomorphic,
(4.3)

where by @� we denote the C-linear part of the differential d� of the R-differentiable map
� W C ! C. We now recall the definition of the Hitchin fibration F WMX .G/! BX .g/,
where the Hitchin base BX .g/ will be defined in (4.4).

Remark 4.1. This fibration was introduced by Hitchin for simple complex Lie groupsGC

in [33]. For a real Lie groupG like ours (D split real form of a connected simple complex
Lie group of adjoint type), there are two possibilities to define the Hitchin fibration: either,
as in [34], by composing the original Hitchin fibration FC WMX .GC/! BX .gC/ with
the canonical map MX .G/!MX .GC/, or, as in [22], by a direct definition generalizing
the one in [33]. The latter is perhaps preferable from our point of view, because it avoids
the injectivity defect of the canonical map MX .G/!MX .GC/. For the two approaches
to actually coincide, one needs in particular to have BX .g/ D BX .gC/, which is true by
the assumption that g is a split real form of gC (see [22]).

Let g be the split real form of a simple complex Lie algebra gC and let g D k ˚ p

be a Cartan decomposition of g (with respect to the Killing form). As usual, set GC WD

Int.gC/ and let K be the maximal compact subgroup of G with Lie algebra k. Finally,
let KC be the complex subgroup of GC with Lie algebra k ˝ C and maximal compact
subgroupK. The adjoint action ofK �G on g preserves p, and the induced action ofKC
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on pC is compatible with the canonical real structures of these spaces, in the sense that
Adk� D Adk� for all k 2 KC and all � 2 pC . Let r WD rk.g/ denote the real rank of g.
Note that since g is split by assumption, this is equal to the rank of gC . By a theorem due
to Kostant and Rallis [42], the R-algebra RŒp�K of K-invariant regular functions on p is
generated by exactly r homogeneous polynomials .P1; : : : ;Pr /. We set d˛ WD degP˛ � 1
for all ˛ 2 ¹1; : : : ; rº. The .d˛/r˛D1 depend only on the real Lie algebra g and are called
the exponents of g. Following [33] and [22], every such family defines a fibration

F WMX .G/ 3 .E; '/ 7! .P1.'/; : : : ; Pr .'// 2 BX .g/ WD

rM
˛D1

H 0.X IK
d˛C1
X /: (4.4)

By Definition 3.14, the Higgs field ' 2 H 0.X IKX ˝ adpC .E// of a G-Higgs bundle
.E; '/ is a holomorphic 1-form onX with values in the bundle of symmetric adjoint endo-
morphisms of E , i.e. endomorphisms that are locally of the form ad� for some � 2 pC .
Since adpC .E/ has fiber pC and structure group KC , and each P˛ 2 RŒp�K defines a
KC-invariant C-valued polynomial function on pC , we find thatP˛.'/ is indeed a (homo-
geneous) holomorphic differential, of degree equal to degP˛ D d˛ C 1 on X .

We shall now see that the Hitchin fibration (4.4) is †-equivariant. Recall first (see
(4.2)) that the finite group †, consisting of transformations of X that are either holomor-
phic or anti-holomorphic, acts on each complex vector space H 0.X IK

d˛C1
X /. Moreover,

if .E; '/ is a G-Higgs bundle on X and � 2 †, then there is a G-Higgs bundle

.�.E/; �.'// D

8<: ..��1/�E; .��1/�'/ if � is holomorphic;�
.��1/�E; .��1/�'

�
if � is anti-holomorphic;

(4.5)

where �.'/ 2 H 0.X I �.KX / ˝ adpC .�.E/// D H 0.X IKX ˝ adpC .�.E///, since KX
has a canonical †-equivariant structure (therefore is canonically isomorphic to �.KX /).
The point is that �.'/ is indeed a Higgs field on the KC-bundle �.E/. Note that if,
additionally, a †-equivariant structure � on E has been given, then there is a canoni-
cal isomorphism �.E/ ' E , and �.'/ may therefore be viewed as a Higgs field on the
original holomorphic bundle E: we recover in this way the canonical †-action ' 7! �.'/

on sections of the†-equivariant bundleKX ˝ adpC .E/, as defined in (3.5). We now want
to compare F.�.E/; �.'// and �.F.E; '//, where � 2 † and F is the Hitchin fibration
of (4.4).

Proposition 4.2. Let g be the split real form of a simple complex Lie algebra gC and let
G be the associated real form of the simple complex Lie group GC WD Int.gC/ of adjoint
type. Let g D k ˚ p be a Cartan decomposition of g and let K be the compact real form
of Int.k ˝ C/. Let X be a compact connected Riemann surface of genus g � 2 and let
† be a finite group acting effectively on X by transformations that are either holomor-
phic or anti-holomorphic. For any choice of generators .P1; : : : ; Pr / of the R-algebra
RŒp�K , we denote by F the associated Hitchin fibration (4.4), where d˛ WD degP˛ � 1
and r WD rk.g/. Then F WMX .G/!BX .g/ is†-equivariant with respect to the†-action
on MX .G/ defined in (4.5) and the †-action on BX .g/ defined by means of (4.2).
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Proof. The Higgs field ' is a section of adpC .E/˝KX , so it is locally of the form � ˝ dz,
where � is a pC-valued holomorphic function. So, on the one hand, for all ˛ 2 ¹1; : : : ; rº,
the holomorphic differential P˛.'/ is locally of the form .P˛ ı �/.dz/

d˛C1. And on
the other hand, for all � 2 †, the Higgs field �.'/ (on �.E/) is locally of the form
�.�/˝ �.dz/, where �.dz/ D .��1/�dz and �.�/ D � ı ��1 if � is holomorphic on X ,
and �.dz/ D .��1/�dz and �.�/ D � ı ��1 if � is anti-holomorphic on X (in the lat-
ter expression, complex conjugation in pC is taken with respect to the real form p). To
compute P˛.�.'//, let us recall that .P1; : : : ; Pr / are generators of the R-algebra RŒp�K .
Equivalently, they are generators of the C-algebra CŒpC�

KC ' RŒp�K ˝C that, in addi-
tion, are fixed points of the canonical real structure of RŒp�K ˝ C. Therefore, if � is
anti-holomorphic, we have P˛.� ı ��1/ D P˛.� ı ��1/, where complex conjugation on
the right-hand side is the usual one on C, i.e. the function P˛ W pC ! C is a real function
in the sense that it commutes to the given real structures of pC and C (which is indeed the
case for polynomial functions with real coefficients in a real basis of pC). We note that
the pC-valued function � depends on the choice of a local trivialization of adpC .E/, but
P˛ ı � is independent of such a choice because the function P˛ W pC!C isKC-invariant
and KC is the structure group of adpC .E/. Thus, we have shown that, if ' is locally of
the form � ˝ dz, then P˛.'/ is locally of the form .P˛ ı �/˝ .dz/

d˛C1 and P˛.�.'// is
locally of the form8<: ..P˛ ı �/ ı �

�1/˝ ..��1/�dz/d˛C1 if � is holomorphic;

.P˛ ı �/ ı ��1 ˝ ..��1/�dz/d˛C1 if � is anti-holomorphic:

Comparing this with the definition of the †-action on H 0.X IK
d˛C1
X / given in (4.3), we

conclude that indeed P˛.�.'// D �.P˛.'//.

4.2. Invariant Hitchin representations

In [34], Hitchin constructed a section s W BX .g/!MX .G/ of the Hitchin fibration F W
MX .G/! BX .G/ whose image is exactly the Hitchin component Hit.�1X;G/, and we
will now check that this section is †-equivariant in our context. This will enable us to
prove Theorem 2.12.

Let us first briefly recall Hitchin’s construction of his section, which uses Lie-theoretic
results of Kostant [41]. One starts with a split real form g of a complex simple Lie algebra
gC and a Cartan decomposition gD k˚ p. Then one chooses a regular nilpotent element
e 2 p (i.e. ade is a nilpotent endomorphism of g whose centralizer is of the smallest
possible dimension, equal to the rank of g). By the strong Jacobson–Morozov Lemma
[42, Proposition 4], e can be embedded in a copy of sl.2;R/ in g D k ˚ p, i.e. one can
find x 2 k semisimple and Qe 2 p nilpotent such that Œx; e�D e; Œx; Qe�D�Qe and Œe; Qe�D x.
We henceforth fix such a triple .x; e; Qe/ and we let

gC D

rM
˛D1

V˛ (4.6)
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be the decomposition of the sl.2;C/-module gC into r D rk.gC/ irreducible representa-
tions [40]: each V˛ is of odd dimension 2d˛ C 1 where the .d˛/r˛D1 are the exponents of
gC (or equivalently, of g, since we are assuming that g is split), and the eigenvalues of the
restriction of adx to V˛ are the integers in the interval Œ�d˛; d˛�. For all ˛ 2 ¹1; : : : ; rº
and all d 2 Œ�d˛; d˛� \ Z, let us denote by g

.d/
C the subspace of gC on which adx acts

with eigenvalue d . Then gC D
LM
dD�M g

.d/
C , where M D max1�˛�r d˛ . Note that the

eigenvalues of adx are all real and that g
.d/
C D g.d/ ˝ C has a canonical real structure

(likewise V˛ has a canonical real structure, induced by that of gC , since the latter is a real
sl.2;C/-module with respect to the real form sl.2;R/ � sl.2;C/).

Let us now consider the Lie algebra bundle

Ecan WD

MM
dD�M

KdX ˝ g
.d/
C (4.7)

with fiber gC and structure group KC WD Int.k ˝ C/. This is the bundle introduced by
Hitchin [34, Section 5]. It is endowed with the canonical Higgs field '0 WD Qe, where
the latter element is seen as a section ofKX ˝ .K�1X ˝ g

.�1/
C /' g

.�1/
C : indeed, Qe 2 g

.�1/
C

because Œx; Qe�D�Qe by construction of the triple .x;e; Qe/. We note that Ecan has a canonical
†-equivariant structure, induced by the canonical †-equivariant structure of KX and the
canonical real structure of g

.d/
C D g.d/ ˝ C: if � 2 †, then � acts on KdX ˝ g

.d/
C via

�d� ˝ "� , where �� is the transformation of KX induced by � and "� W g
.d/
C ! g

.d/
C is the

identity map if � is holomorphic on X , and complex conjugation with respect to g.d/ if
� is anti-holomorphic on X . The Hitchin section is then defined as follows. Given p D
.p1; : : : ; pr / 2 BX .g/ D

Lr
˛D1H

0.X IK
d˛C1
X /, one sets '.p/ WD Qe C

Pr
˛D1 p˛ ˝ e˛ ,

where e1; : : : ; er are the highest weight vectors of the sl.2;C/-module gC (with respect
to the choice of the Lie subalgebra of gC generated by the sl.2;R/-triple .x; e; Qe/, i.e.
e˛ 2 V˛ \ g and adxe˛ D d˛e˛). Since p˛ is a section of Kd˛C1X and Qe and all the e˛ lie
in p, one has '.p/ 2 H 0.X IKX ˝ adpC .Ecan//, so '.p/ is indeed a Higgs field on Ecan.
Hitchin proved in [34] that the map p 7! .Ecan; '.p// is a section of the Hitchin fibration
(4.4), whose image is exactly Hit.�1X;G/.

Lemma 4.3. The Hitchin section s W BX .g/ 3 p 7! .Ecan; '.p// 2 Hit.�1X; G/
is †-equivariant. In particular, it induces a homeomorphism Fix†.BX .g// '
Fix†.Hit.�1X;G//.

Proof. As Ecan is †-equivariant, there are canonical identifications �.Ecan/ ' Ecan for
all � 2 † and we can think of �.'.p// as a Higgs field on Ecan itself. Recall that, by
definition, '.p/ D Qe C

Pr
˛D1 p˛ ˝ e˛ . Since Qe and all the e˛ are real with respect to

the canonical real structure of gC D g˝C, the †-equivariance of s follows immediately
from the definition of the†-action on the Hitchin base BX .g/ and the†-action on the set
of Higgs fields on a fixed †-equivariant bundle: '.�.p// D Qe C

Pr
˛D1 �.p˛/˝ e˛ D

�. Qe/C
Pr
˛D1 �.p˛/˝ �.e˛/ D �. QeC

Pr
˛D1p˛ ˝ e˛/ D �.'.p//, where Qe and all the

e˛ are indeed†-equivariant when seen as sections of the†-equivariant bundles X � g
.d/
C

because they are real elements of g
.d/
C D g.d/ ˝C.
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We can now prove Theorem 2.12. Later on, in Section 5, we will compute the dimen-
sion of Hit.�1Y;G/.

Proof of Theorem 2.12. By Proposition 2.10, we know that, given a presentation Y '
Œ†nX�, the map

j W Hit.�1Y;G/ 3 Œ%� 7! Œ%j�1X � 2 Fix†.Hit.�1X;G//

is injective. To prove that it is surjective, let Œ%� 2 Fix†.Hit.�1X; G// and let us fix
a hyperbolic structure on Y (or equivalently on X , with † acting by transformations
that are either holomorphic or anti-holomorphic). By Lemma 4.3, there is a unique p 2
Fix†.BX .g// such that s.p/ D .Ecan; '.p// is the G-Higgs bundle corresponding to %.
Since Ecan is †-equivariant and '.p/ is †-invariant, the non-Abelian Hodge correspon-
dence of Section 3.4 shows that there is a †-equivariant flat G-bundle .Ecan;rp/ associ-
ated to the †-equivariant G-Higgs bundle .Ecan; '.p//. In particular, the flat connection
rp is †-invariant, so, by Theorem 3.5, the associated holonomy representation %rp D %,
from �1X to G, extends to a representation e%rp W �1Y ! G. It remains to prove that e%rp
is indeed a Hitchin representation of �1Y . This follows from the connectedness of the real
vector space Fix†.BX .g// and the fact that the representation e%r0 W �1Y ! G associated
to the origin p D 0 via the construction above is precisely the Fuchsian representation
associated to the fixed hyperbolic structure on Y .

Corollary 4.4. The Hitchin component Hit.�1Y;G/ is homeomorphic to the real vector
space Fix†.BX .g//. In particular, it is a contractible space.

5. Invariant differentials

5.1. Regular differentials on orbifolds

Assume first that the closed 2-orbifold Y is orientable, i.e. its underlying topological
surface jY j is orientable and Y has only cone points as singularities. We denote by g the
genus of jY j and we shall sometimes say that Y is an orientable orbifold of genus g. If we
fix an orbifold complex analytic structure on Y , then, as Y has complex dimension 1, there
is an induced Riemann surface structure on the underlying compact surface jY j and we
denote by KjY j the canonical bundle of jY j. Let us denote by x1; : : : ; xk the cone points
of Y , of respective orders m1; : : : ; mk � 2. Given a point x 2 jY j, we denote by Lx the
point line bundle associated to the effective divisor x and characterized as the holomorphic
line bundle on jY j admitting a holomorphic section with a zero of order 1 at x and no other
zeros. Given integers d;m � 2, we define the numberO.d;m/ WD bd � d=mc, where the
brackets b: : : c stand for integer part, and we consider the following holomorphic line
bundle on jY j:

K.Y; d/ WD Kd
jY j ˝

kO
iD1

LO.d;mi /
xi

:
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Holomorphic sections of K.Y; d/ can be seen as meromorphic d -differentials on jY j
(sections of Kd

jY j
) with a pole of order at most O.d; mi / at the point xi , and no other

poles. The vector space of all such sections is denoted by H 0.Y; K.Y; d//. We will say
that a holomorphic section of K.Y; d/ is a regular d -differential on Y . Such differentials
are allowed to have poles of controlled order at the singular points of Y . Note that when
Y is a Riemann surface X with trivial orbifold structure, then K.Y; d/ D KdX .

Assume now that Y is not orientable. We denote by x1; : : : ; xk its cone points, of
respective orders m1; : : : ; mk � 2, and by y1; : : : ; y` its corner reflectors, of respective
orders n1; : : : ; n` � 2. Denote by Y C its orientation double cover, an orientable orb-
ifold equipped with a two-fold covering map � W Y C ! Y and a Z=2Z-action such that
.Z=2Z/nY C D Y . We denote by ui ; vi the two cone points of Y C in ��1.xi /, each of
ordermi , and bywj the cone point of Y C in ��1.yj /, of order nj . The Z=2Z-action sends
ui to vi and fixes wj , for all i; j . Note that �.Y C/ D 2�.Y / and �.jY Cj/ D 2�.jY j/. An
orbifold dianalytic structure on Y can be defined as an orbifold complex analytic struc-
ture on Y C with Z=2Z-action given by an anti-holomorphic involution. In this case, the
underlying topological surface jY j has a canonical Klein surface structure: the identifica-
tion � W jY Cj ! jY j ' .Z=2Z/njY Cj endows the topological space jY j with the subsheaf
of ��OjY jC consisting of Z=2Z-invariant holomorphic functions on Y [1]. Moreover,
the holomorphic line bundle K.Y C; d / on jY Cj has a canonical real structure (induced
by the real structure � W jY Cj ! jY Cj), so we can define its invariant Weil restriction
K.Y; d/ WD Fix� .��K.Y C; d //. This is a dianalytic line bundle on jY j, for which one has
H 0.Y; K.Y; d// ' Fix� .H 0.Y C; K.Y C; d ///. We get in this way a uniform definition
of K.Y; d/, which works both when Y is orientable and when it is not. Indeed, if Y is an
orientable orbifold, then Y C D Y , so � and � are trivial.

Definition 5.1 (Regular differentials). Let Y be a closed 2-orbifold, not necessarily ori-
entable. Elements of the real vector space H 0.Y; K.Y; d// will be called regular d -dif-
ferentials on Y .

By definition, regular d -differentials are sections of the dianalytic line bundleK.Y;d/
on Y , which is a holomorphic line bundle if and only if the orbifold Y is orientable. We
now compute the dimension of the real vector space H 0.Y; K.Y; d//, starting with the
orientable case.

Lemma 5.2. Let d � 2 be an integer. For Y orientable such that �.Y / < 0, we have

dimC H
0.Y;K.Y; d// D �

1

2
�.jY j/.2d � 1/C

kX
iD1

O.d;mi /:

Proof. If g is the genus of jY j, the degree of K.Y; d/ is

degK.Y; d/ D degKd
jY j C

kX
iD1

O.d;mi / D 2d.g � 1/C

kX
iD1

O.d;mi /:
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Now we claim that degK.Y; d/ > 2g � 2. To prove this, let us first note that for all
d; m � 2, we have O.d; m/ � .d � 1/.1 � 1=m/. Indeed, we can write d D mQ C R
with 1 � R � m, so

O.d;m/ D

�
mQCR �

mQCR

m

�
D .m � 1/QCR � 1

and

.d � 1/

�
1 �

1

m

�
D .m � 1/QCR � 1 �

R � 1

m
:

Then, by using the fact that d � 2 and ��.Y /D 2.g � 1/C
Pk
iD1.1�

1
mi
/ > 0, we have

degK.Y;d/� 2d.g� 1/C .d � 1/
kX
iD1

�
1�

1

mi

�
D 2.g� 1/��.Y /.d � 1/> 2.g� 1/:

The Riemann–Roch theorem then gives dimC H
0.Y; K.Y; d// � 0 D deg.K.Y; d// C

1 � g, hence the result.

Remark 5.3. In the last step of the proof of Lemma 5.2, we have obtained the following
result, to be used later: if Y is an orientable orbifold of genus g with �.Y / < 0, then
dimC H

0.Y;K.Y; d// � g.

Theorem 5.4. Let d � 2 be an integer, and let Y be a closed connected 2-orbifold, not
necessarily orientable, such that �.Y / < 0. Then

dimRH
0.Y;K.Y; d// D ��.jY j/.2d � 1/C 2

kX
iD1

O.d;mi /C
X̀
jD1

O.d; nj /:

Proof. If Y is orientable, this is Lemma 5.2. Otherwise, it follows from Lemma 5.2 and
the fact that H 0.Y; K.Y; d// D Fix� .H 0.Y C; K.Y C; d ///, with � a C-anti-linear invo-
lution.

Let us fix an orbifold dianalytic structure on Y and choose a presentation Y ' Œ†nX�
in the sense of Definition 2.1. We denote the projection by � W X ! Y . Since X is ori-
entable, � lifts to a map �C WX!Y C, where Y C is the orientation double cover of Y . We
consider the pullback to X of the orbifold complex dianalytic structure on Y : since X has
trivial orbifold structure, this is a Riemann surface structure in the usual sense. The map
� W X ! jY j is dianalytic and the map �C W X ! jY Cj is holomorphic. We now describe
a natural identification between the spaceH 0.Y;K.Y; d// of regular d -differentials on Y
and the space of d -differentials on X which are invariant by the †-action defined in Sec-
tion 4.2.

Theorem 5.5. Choose a presentation Y ' Œ†nX� and let � W X ! Y be the canonical
projection. For every regular d -differential q on Y , the pullback ��q is a †-invariant
holomorphic d -differential onX , and the map �� WH 0.Y;K.Y;d//! Fix†.H 0.X;KdX //

thus defined is an isomorphism of real vector spaces.
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Therefore, the formula in Theorem 5.4 also computes the dimension of
Fix†.H 0.X;KdX //, independently of the chosen presentation Y ' Œ†nX�. The proof of
Theorem 5.5 rests on the following two lemmas, the first of which explains why the num-
bers O.d;m/ appear in the formula for dim Hit.�1Y;G/ (Theorem 5.8).

Lemma 5.6. Let f W U ! C be a holomorphic function from an open neighborhood U
of 0 2 C. Assume that f has a zero at 0 of order m. Let q be a meromorphic differential
of degree d on a neighborhood V of 0 2 C, with a pole of order s at 0. Then the pullback
f �q is holomorphic if and only if s � O.d;m/.

Proof. We may assume that f .z/D zm and q.z/D h.z/
zs
.dz/d , where h.z/ is holomorphic

and h.0/ ¤ 0. So .f �q/.z/ D h.zm/
zms

.d.zm//d D mdh.zm/zd.m�1/�ms.dz/d and this is
holomorphic if and only if d.m � 1/ �ms � 0, i.e. s � O.d;m/.

Lemma 5.7. Assume that f is the holomorphic map z 7! zm from a small open disk U
centered at 0 to the open disk V WD f .U /. The group Z=mZ acts on U via z 7! ei2�=mz,
with quotient .Z=mZ/nU ' V . The map f � W H 0.V;K.V; d//! H 0.U;KdU / induces
an isomorphism

H 0.V;K.V; d// ' FixZ=mZ.H
0.U;KdU //:

Proof. The map f W U ! V is a surjective submersion, so f � defines an injec-
tive map H 0.V; K.V; d// ,! H 0.U; KdU /. Let us now prove that Im f � is exactly
FixZ=mZH

0.U;KdU /.
A holomorphic differential '.z/.dz/d 2 H 0.U; KdU / is Z=mZ-invariant if and

only if '.ei2�=mz/ D e�i2�d=m'.z/ on U . We claim that this holds if and only if
'.z/ D mdh.zm/zd.m�1/�ms for some holomorphic function h W V ! C and an inte-
ger s � O.d;m/.

That this is indeed sufficient is readily checked. To prove that it is neces-
sary, write '.z/ D

P
k�0 akz

k for jzj small enough. Then ei2�d=m'.ei2�=mz/ DP
k�0 ake

i2�.kCd/=mzk , which is equal to '.z/ if and only if ak D 0 every time
k C d ¤ mq for some integer q. Thus,

'.z/ D
X

q�dd=me

amq�dz
mq�d

D
1

zd

X
q�dd=me

bqz
mq;

with bq WD amq�d . Let q0 � 0 be the smallest non-negative integer such that
bdd=meCq0 ¤ 0 and set s0 WDO.d;m/� q0. SinceO.d;m/ WD bd � d=mc D d � dd=me,
one has, for all integer r � q0,��

d

m

�
C r

�
� d C s0 D .r � q0/C

�
d

m

�
� d CO.d;m/ D r � q0 � 0: (5.1)

So, to have zd'.z/ D mdh.zm/zm.d�s0/ with h holomorphic on V ' .Z=mZ/nU , it
suffices to set

h.zm/ WD
zd'.z/

mdzm.d�s0/
D

1

md

X
q�dd=meCq0

bqz
mq

zm.d�s0/
D

1

md

X
q�dd=meCq0

bq.z
m/q�dCs0 ;
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which is indeeed a holomorphic function of zm in view of (5.1). One may also consult [48]
for similar computations.

This proves that if '.z/.dz/d is Z=mZ-invariant, it is indeed the pullback, under
f W U ! V , of a holomorphic section of K.V; d/, namely the meromorphic differential
h.z/
zs0

.dz/d on V , where the integer s0 � O.d;m/ is defined as above using '.z/.

Proof of Theorem 5.5. Let � W Y C ! Y be the orientation double cover of Y and denote
by †C C † the group of all holomorphic transformations of X contained in †. Then
Œ†CnX� ' Y C is a presentation of Y C.

Recall that � induces an isomorphism

�� W H 0.Y;K.Y; d// ' FixZ=2Z.H
0.Y C; K.Y C; d ///;

where Z=2Z acts with respect to the canonical real structure of the holomorphic line
bundleK.Y C;d /, and let us first prove the result of the theorem for �C WX! Y C instead
of � WX! Y . In this case, sections ofK.Y C; d / are meromorphic sections ofKd

jYCj
with

poles of order at most O.d;mi / at the cone points.
We claim that the pullback of regular d -differentials under �C induces an isomor-

phism of complex vector spaces

.�C/� W H 0.Y C; K.Y C; d //! Fix†C.H
0.X;KdX //:

First, the map is well-defined: since jY Cj '†CnX , the pullback of a differential on jY Cj
is a †C-invariant differential on X . Moreover, the pullback of a section of K.Y C; d /
is holomorphic by Lemma 5.6. Second, the map .�C/� is injective, because �C is a
surjective submersion. To verify that .�C/� is surjective, we construct an inverse. Let '
be a †C-invariant holomorphic differential of degree d on X . The map �C W X ! jY Cj
is ramified exactly over the cone points of Y C. Denote by X0 the Riemann surface X
minus the ramification points of �C. The restricted map �CjX0 W X0! jY Cj0 is a Galois
covering. So, since ' is †C-invariant, there exists a holomorphic differential  on jY Cj0

such that .�C/�. /D '. By Lemma 5.7,  admits a meromorphic extension to jY Cj and
the extension thus defined is a section of K.Y C; d /.

Finally, the action of † on H 0.X; KdX / induces an action of the group †=†C '
Z=2Z on Fix†C.H

0.X; KdX //, which coincides with the canonical real structure of the
complex vector space Fix†C.H

0.X; KdX //, thus yielding an isomorphism of real vector
spaces FixZ=2Z.H

0.Y C;K.Y C; d ///' Fix†.H 0.X;KdX //. Since � D � ı �C, the proof
is complete.

5.2. The dimension of Hitchin components

Let G D Int.gC/
� , where g is a split real form of a complex simple Lie algebra of rank r .

Let d1; : : : ; dr be the exponents of g, as in Section 4.1. Let Y be a closed orbifold with
negative Euler characteristic, and choose an orbifold complex dianalytic structure on Y .
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We define the Hitchin base of Y to be the following real vector space (which is a complex
vector space if and only if Y is orientable):

BY .g/ WD

rM
˛D1

H 0.Y;K.Y; d˛ C 1//; (5.2)

where H 0.Y; K.Y; d// is the space of regular d -differentials on Y , as defined in Sec-
tion 5.1. We can now state and prove the main result of this paper.

Theorem 5.8. Let Y be a closed connected orbifold of negative Euler characteristic.
Denote by d1; : : : ; dr the exponents of g, where r WD rk.g/. The Hitchin component
Hit.�1Y;G/ is homeomorphic to the Hitchin base BY .g/, which is a real vector space of
dimension

��.jY j/ dimG C

rX
˛D1

�
2

kX
iD1

O.d˛ C 1;mi /C
X̀
jD1

O.d˛ C 1; nj /
�
:

Proof. By Corollary 4.4 and Theorem 5.5, we have Hit.�1Y; G/ ' Fix†.BX .g// '
BY .g/. Therefore, dim Hit.�1Y; G/ D

Pr
˛D1 dimH 0.Y; K.Y; d˛ C 1//. The result is

then obtained by summing over ˛, using Theorem 5.4 and the following well-known for-
mula, a consequence of (4.6):

rX
˛D1

.2d˛ C 1/ D dimG: (5.3)

Corollary 5.9. Let Y be a compact connected orbifold with boundary, of negative Euler
characteristic, and let b be the number of boundary components of Y that are full 1-
orbifolds. The Hitchin component Hit.�1Y;G/ is homeomorphic to a real vector space of
dimension

��.jY j/ dimG C

rX
˛D1

�
2

kX
iD1

O.d˛ C 1;mi /C
X̀
jD1

O.d˛ C 1; nj /C 2b

�
d˛ C 1

2

��
:

Proof. By Proposition 2.26 and Theorem 5.8, Hit.�1Y; G/ is homeomorphic to the
Hitchin base BmY .g/, where mY is the closed orbifold with mirror boundary associ-
ated to Y . Compared to Y , the closed orbifold mY has an extra 2b corner reflectors, each
one of order 2, so the formula for the dimension follows from Theorem 5.8.

In Appendix B, we include a list of exponents of simple complex Lie algebras which
we borrow from [18]. Hereafter, we give a few consequences of Theorem 5.5, Theorem
5.8 and Table B.1.

Corollary 5.10. Let Y C ! Y be an orientation double cover. Then

dim Hit.�1Y;G/ D 1
2

dim Hit.�1Y C; G/:

Corollary 5.11. For every orbifold Y ,

dim Hit.�1Y;PSp˙.2m;R// D dim Hit.�1Y;PO.m;mC 1//:
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Finally, we give an alternative formula for the dimension of Hit.�1Y;G/, more similar
to the ones given by Thurston [62] and Choi and Goldman [9] for G D PGL.2;R/ and
PGL.3;R/.

Theorem 5.12. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.8, set km WD #¹i j mi D mº, `n WD
#¹j j nj D nº and M WD max1�˛�r d˛ . Then the dimension of Hit.�1Y;G/ can also be
written as follows:

� �.jY j/ dimG C 1
2
.dimG � r/.2k C `/

� 2

MX
mD2

� rX
˛D1

�
d˛ C 1

m
� 1

��
km �

MX
nD2

� rX
˛D1

�
d˛ C 1

n
� 1

��
`n:

Proof. Recall that O.d;m/ D bd � d=mc. Using the relation bd � d=mc D .d � 1/ �
dd=m � 1e in Theorem 5.4, we obtain

dimH 0.Y;K.Y; d// D ��.jY j/.2d � 1/C .d � 1/.2k C `/

� 2

d�1X
mD2

�
d

m
� 1

�
km �

d�1X
nD2

�
d

n
� 1

�
`n:

The rest of the proof is then the same as that of Theorem 5.8.

Corollary 5.13. Under the assumptions of Corollary 5.9, the dimension of Hit.�1Y; G/
can also be written as

� �.jY j/ dimG C 1
2
.dimG � r/.2k C `C 2b/

� 2

MX
mD2

� rX
˛D1

�
d˛ C 1

m
� 1

��
km �

MX
nD2

� rX
˛D1

�
d˛ C 1

n
� 1

��
`n � 2b

rX
˛D1

�
d˛ � 1

2

�
:

Proof. This again follows by applying the formula of Theorem 5.12 to the closed orb-
ifold mY , replacing ` and `2 respectively by `C 2b and `2 C 2b.

For instance, when G D PGL.3; R/, we obtain dim Hit.�1Y; PGL.3; R// D
�8�.jY j/C .6k � 2k2/C .3` � `2/C 4b, the same formula as in [9, p. 1069].

Corollary 5.14. Assume that the orders of all cone points and corner reflectors of Y
are greater than the greatest exponent of G. Then dim Hit.�1Y;G/ D ��.jY j/ dimG C
1
2
.dimG � r/.2k C `/.

5.3. Approximation formula

The following corollary of Theorem 5.8 shows that Hitchin’s formula remains valid when
Y is a non-orientable surface or an orbifold having only mirror points as singularities.

Corollary 5.15. If Y is an orbifold without cone points and corner reflectors .i.e. k D
` D 0/, then dim Hit.�1Y;G/ D ��.Y / dimG D ��.jY j/ dimG.
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The formula in Corollary 5.15 cannot hold in general, because the orbifold Euler char-
acteristic is usually a rational number. However, this formula gives a good approximation
for dim Hit.�1Y;G/.

Proposition 5.16. Let ı.Y; G/ WD ��.Y / dimG � dim Hit.�1Y;G/ and recall that r D
rk.G/. Then

�r.k C `=2/ � ı.Y;G/ � 3
2
r.k C `=2/:

More precisely,

�r

� kX
iD1

�
1 �

1

mi

�
C
1

2

X̀
jD1

�
1 �

1

nj

��
� ı.Y;G/ � r

� kX
iD1

�
1C

1

mi

�
C
1

2

X̀
jD1

�
1C

1

nj

��
:

Proof. Write the quantity ı.Y; G/ using (2.1), (5.3) and Theorem 5.8. Then use the
inequality

0 � .d C 1/

�
1 �

1

m

�
�

�
.d C 1/

�
1 �

1

m

��
< 1:

It is worth noting that, in the families of classical Lie groups, the dimension of the
group grows quadratically with the rank, so the estimate is asymptotically good.

Remark 5.17. When H is a split simple real algebraic group and Y is orientable, Larsen
and Lubotzky [47] gave an asymptotic estimate of the dimension of Homepi.�1Y; H/,
which by definition is the Zariski-closure, in Hom.�1Y; H/, of the set of Zariski-
dense representations �1Y ! H . More precisely, one has dim Homepi.�1Y; H/=H D

��.Y / dim.H/CO.rkH/. But Homepi.�1Y;H/ is not always comparable with Hitchin
components: in Theorem 6.3, we classify the Hitchin components (for orbifold groups)
that contain no Zariski-dense representations.

6. Applications

In this section, we discuss some new rigidity phenomena that cannot be observed with
ordinary surface groups and we classify Hitchin components of dimensions 0, 1 and, for
orientable orbifolds, 2. Our results also have applications to the study of Hitchin compo-
nents of surface groups, the theory of Higgs bundles, and the pressure metric. Finally, we
describe certain connected components of deformation spaces of real projective structures
on Seifert fibered 3-manifolds.

6.1. Rigidity phenomena

An interesting feature of representations of orbifold groups is that they give examples
of rigidity phenomena. A first type of rigidity is given by 0-dimensional Hitchin com-
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ponents. To discuss this, we shall assume that the orbifold Y is closed and orientable,
as rigidity for non-orientable orbifolds can be deduced immediately from the ori-
entable case by Corollary 5.10. For the target group PGL.2;R/, Thurston showed that
dim Hit.�1Y; PGL.2;R// D 0 if and only if Y has genus 0 and 3 cone points. And for
PGL.3;R/, Choi and Goldman [9] showed that dim Hit.�1Y;PGL.3;R//D 0 if and only
if Y has genus 0 and 3 cone points, and one of those cone points is of order 2.

We now complete the classification of 0-dimensional Hitchin components for gen-
eral G, by combining Theorem 5.8 and Lemma 6.1, which gives the list of orientable
orbifolds with vanishing regular d -differentials.

Lemma 6.1. Let Y be an orientable orbifold of genus g with k cone points, of respective
orders m1; : : : ; mk , and assume that �.Y / < 0. Then dimC H

0.Y; K.Y; d// D 0 if and
only if g D 0 and k, d and the mi s are as in the list in Table B.4.

Proof. Assume that Y is an orientable orbifold of arbitrary genus g such that
dimC H

0.Y; K.Y; d// D 0. First, by Remark 5.3, g D 0. Hence k � 3, by negativity of
the Euler characteristic. Second, using Lemma 5.2 and the inequalityO.d;m/ �O.d; 2/,
we have 0 D dimC H

0.Y;K.Y; d// � 1 � 2d C kbd=2c.
When d is even, say d D 2ı, this implies that 0 � 1 � 4ı C kı, so k D 3. And when

d is odd, say d D 2ı C 1, it implies that .k � 4/ı � 1, therefore k � 5, and (i) if k D 5,
then ı D 1, so d D 3, and (ii) if k D 4, then by negativity of the Euler characteristic, at
least one of the mi is � 3, so we have

0 D dimC H
0.Y;K.Y; d// � 1 � 2d C 3O.d; 2/CO.d; 3/ D

�
ı � 1

3

�
;

which implies that ı � 3, so d D 3; 5 or 7. By an easy but long computation, we obtain
Table B.4.

Theorem 6.2. Let Y be an orientable orbifold of negative Euler characteristic. If
dim Hit.�1Y; G/ D 0, then Y is a sphere with three cone points. Conversely, let Y be
a sphere with three cone points of respective orders m1 � m2 � m3 and assume that the
tuple .G;m1; m2; m3/ satisfies one of the following conditions:

(1) G D PGL.2;R/ ' PO.1; 2/ ' PSp˙.2;R/ and 1=m1 C 1=m2 C 1=m3 < 1.

(2) G D PGL.3;R/, m1 D 2 and 1=m2 C 1=m3 < 1=2.

(3) G D PGL.4;R/' PO˙.3;3/, PGL.5;R/, PSp˙.4;R/' PO.2;3/,m1D 2,m2D 3
and m3 � 7.

(4) G D PSp˙.4;R/ ' PO.2; 3/, m1 D 3, m2 D 3 and m3 � 4.

(5) G D G2, m1 D 2 and m2 D 4 or 5, and m3 D 5.

Then dim Hit.�1Y; G/ D 0, so any two Hitchin representations of �1Y in G are G-
conjugate in this case, and this happens for infinitely many orbifolds.

Moreover, for all other pairs .G; Y / with Y orientable, Hitchin representations of
�1Y into G admit non-trivial deformations, i.e. dim Hit.�1Y;G/ > 0.
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In particular, if G is one of the following Lie groups, then dim Hit.�1Y;G/ > 0:

� G D PGL.n;R/ with n � 6,

� G D PSp˙.2m;R/ or PO.m;mC 1/ with m � 3,

� G D PO˙.m;m/ with m � 4,

� G is an exceptional Lie group and G ¤ G2.

Proof of Theorem 6.2. If dim Hit.�1Y; G/ D 0, then dimH 0.Y; K.Y; 2// D 0, so, by
Lemma 6.1, Y has genus 0 and three cone points. The various statements are conse-
quences of Theorem 5.8, Lemma 6.1 and Table B.4.

Orbifold groups also give us examples of a second type of rigidity, namely, we find
Hitchin components for orbifolds that contain no Zariski-dense representations. This
contrasts with what happens for surface groups, for which the subset of Zariski-dense
representations is always dense in the Hitchin component [30]. But for some orbifolds Y
and groups G, there exists a proper closed subgroupH < G such that the Zariski-closure
of every Hitchin representation % W �1Y ! G lies in a conjugate of H . In particular, the
image of a Hitchin representation of �1Y intoG can never be Zariski-dense. We will now
classify all triples .Y;G;H/ with that property. To do so, we use the following result due
to Guichard [30]. Let G D Int.gC/

� and denote by G0 the identity component of G. If X
is a closed orientable surface, % W �1X ! G0 is a Hitchin representation, and H% is the
identity component of the Zariski-closure of %.�1X/ in G, then the inclusion H% ,! G0
is conjugate to one of the following:

� The principal representation � W PSL.2;R/ ,! G0.

� The standard inclusions PSp.2n;R/ ,!PSL.2n;R/, PSO.n;nC1/ ,!PSL.2nC1;R/,
or PSO.n � 1; n/ ,! PSO.n; n/.
� The standard inclusions .G2/0 ,! PSL.7;R/ or .G2/0 ,! PSO.3; 4/.
� The identity G0 ! G0.

In all those cases,H% is the identity component of a groupH D Int.hC/
� for a simple Lie

algebra hC � gC , and the representation % is a Hitchin representation in H . Moreover,
the inclusions H ,! G induce injective maps Hit.�1X;H/ ,! Hit.�1X;G/. Let now Y

be an orbifold (with presentation Œ†nX�), let % W �1Y ! G be a Hitchin representation,
and let us denote by H% the neutral component of the Zariski closure of %.�1Y / in G.
Since %.�1X/ is a normal subgroup of finite index of %.�1Y / and G is centerless, one
has H% D H%j�1X , hence we can apply Guichard’s classification to orbifold groups.

Theorem 6.3. Let Y be an orientable orbifold of negative Euler characteristic and of
genus g, with k cone points of respective orders m1 � � � � � mk , and let H be a proper
subgroup of G. If the map Hit.�1Y;H/! Hit.�1Y;G/ is surjective, then Y has genus 0.
This happens if and only if the triple .Y;G;H/ is as follows:

(a) The inclusion Hit.�1Y;PGL.2;R// ,! Hit.�1Y;G/ is surjective if and only if one of
the following two possibilities hold:
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(1) Both spaces have dimension 0. By Theorem 6.2, there are infinitely many orb-
ifolds with this property.

(2) G D PGL.3;R/, g D 0, k D 4 and m1 D m2 D m3 D 2 and m4 � 3, or k D 5
and all mi D 2.

(b) The inclusion Hit.�1Y;PSp˙.2n;R// ,! Hit.�1Y;PGL.2n;R// is surjective if and
only if g D 0 and one of the following possibilities hold:

(1) k D 3, 2 � n � 10, m1 D 2, and:

(i) If n D 3, then m2 D 3 and m3 � 7, or m2 D 4 and m3 � 5.

(ii) If n D 4, then m2 D 3 and m3 � 7, or .m2; m3/ D .4; 5/, .4; 6/.

(iii) If n D 5, then .m2; m3/ D .3; 7/, .3; 8/, .4; 5/ or .4; 6/.

(iv) If n D 6 or 7, then .m2; m3/ D .3; 7/, .3; 8/ or .4; 5/.

(v) If n D 8, 9 or 10, then .m2; m3/ D .3; 7/.

(2) k D 4, 2 � n � 4, m1 D m2 D m3 D 2 and m4 � 3. Moreover:

(i) If n D 3, then m4 D 3 or 4.

(ii) If n D 4, then m4 D 3.

(3) k D 5, n D 2 and all mi D 2.

The above also holds for Hit.�1Y;PO.n � 1; n// ,! Hit.�1Y;PGL.2n � 1;R//.
(c) The inclusion Hit.�1Y; PO.n � 1; n// ,! Hit.�1Y; PO˙.n; n// is surjective if and

only if H 0.Y;K.Y; n// has dimension 0. By Table B.4, there are infinitely many orb-
ifolds with this property, but this occurs only for n � 43.

(d) The inclusion Hit.�1Y;G2/ ,!Hit.�1Y;PGL.7;R// is surjective if and only if gD 0,
k D 3, m1 D 2, m2 D 3, and m3 � 7.

(e) The inclusion Hit.�1Y;G2/ ,! Hit.�1Y;PO.3; 4// is surjective if and only if g D 0,
k D 3, and m1 D 2, m2 D 3 and m3 � 7, or m1 D 3, m2 D 3 and m3 � 4.

In particular, if a representation % 2 Hit.�1X; G/ extends to �1Y for an orbifold Y '
Œ†nX�, then %.�1X/ is not Zariski-dense in G.

Proof. The map Hit.�1Y; H/ ! Hit.�1Y; G/ induced by an inclusion H < G can be
described explicitly by the differentials appearing in the Hitchin base of the groups H
and G, and if an inclusion is surjective, it means that the space of differentials appearing
in the Hitchin base ofG but not in the one ofH must have dimension 0. From Lemma 6.1,
we see that Y has genus 0. Then, the various statements are immediate consequences of
Theorem 5.8, Lemma 6.1 and Table B.4.

6.2. Geodesics for the pressure metric

WhenX is a closed orientable surface, there are two known Out.�1X/-invariant Rieman-
nian metrics on the Hitchin components Hit.�1X;PGL.n;R//: the pressure metric of [3]
and the Liouville pressure metric of [4]. By restriction, they give Out.�1X/-invariant Rie-
mannian metrics on Hit.�1X;PSp˙.2n;R//, Hit.�1X;PO.n;nC 1// and Hit.�1X;G2/.
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In the special case of Hit.�1X; PGL.3;R//, there is also another invariant Riemannian
metric, the Li metric [49]. Moreover, for all Hitchin components of groups of rank 2,
i.e. Hit.�1X; PGL.3;R//, Hit.�1X; PSp˙.4;R// and Hit.�1X;G2/, a different invari-
ant Riemannian metric, which is also Kähler, was defined by Labourie [45]. All these
Riemannian metrics restrict to the Weil–Petersson metric on Teichmüller space, and little
is known about their geometric properties, for instance about their geodesics. If Y is a
closed orbifold and Y ' Œ†nX� is a presentation, we obtain the following information
directly from Theorem 2.12.

Proposition 6.4. Fix any Out.�1X/-invariant Riemannian metric on Hit.�1X;G/. Then

there is a totally geodesic embedding Hit.�1Y;G/
'
�! Fix†.Hit.�1X;G//�Hit.�1X;G/.

In particular, if dim Hit.�1Y; G/ D 1, then Hit.�1Y; G/ embeds onto a geodesic of
Hit.�1X;G/.

Proof. The group † acts on Hit.�1X; G/ as a subgroup of Out.�1X/, which acts on
Hit.�1X;G/ by isometries. It is a basic fact that a fixed point set of a subgroup of isome-
tries is totally geodesic.

In order to give explicit examples of geodesics, we classify orbifolds of negative Euler
characteristic with 1-dimensional Hitchin components. By Theorem 5.8, such an orbifold
is necessarily non-orientable, so, by Corollary 5.10, it suffices to classify orientable orb-
ifolds Y such that dim Hit.�1Y;G/ D 2.

Theorem 6.5. Let Y be an orientable orbifold of negative Euler characteristic. Let g be
the genus of Y and let k be the number of cone points, of respective ordersm1 � � � � �mk .
If dim Hit.�1Y;G/ D 2, then Y is of one of the following types: a sphere with three cone
points, a sphere with four cone points, a torus with one cone point. Conversely, assume
that the pair .G; Y / satisfies one of the following assumptions:

(1) Y is a torus with one cone point or a sphere with four cone points and G D

PGL.2;R/ ' PO.1; 2/ ' PSp˙.2;R/.
(2) Y is a sphere with four cone points,GDPGL.3;R/,m1Dm2Dm3D 2 andm4 � 4.

(3) Y is a sphere with three cone points and the tuple .G; m1; m2; m3/ satisfies one of
the following conditions:

(a) G D PGL.3;R/, m1; m2 � 3 and m3 � 4.

(b) G D PGL.4;R/ ' PO˙.3; 3/, m1 D 2, m2 � 4 and m3 � 5, or m1 D m2 D 3
and m3 � 4.

(c) G D PGL.5;R/, m1 D m2 D 3 and m3 D 4, or m1 D 2, m2 D 4 and m3 � 5.

(d) G D PGL.6;R/ or PGL.7;R/,m1 D 2,m2 D 3 andm3 � 7, or .m1;m2;m3/D
.2; 4; 5/.

(e) G D PGL.n;R/ with n D 8; 9; 10; 11 and .m1; m2; m3/ D .2; 3; 7/.

(f) G D PSp˙.4;R/ ' PO.2; 3/, m1 D 2, m2 D 4 and m3 � 5, or m1 D 3 and
m2; m3 � 4.
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(g) G D PSp˙.6;R/ or PO.3; 4/, m1 D 2, m2 D 3 and m3 � 7, or .m1;m2;m3/ is
one of the following triples: .2; 4; 5/, .2; 5; 5/, .3; 3; 4/ or .3; 3; 5/.

(h) G D PSp˙.8;R/, PSp˙.10;R/, PO.4; 5/ or PO.5; 6/, and .m1; m2; m3/ D
.2; 3; 7/.

(i) G D PO˙.4; 4/, m1 D 2, m2 D 3 and m3 � 7, or .m1; m2; m3/ is one of the
following triples: .3; 3; 4/ or .3; 3; 5/.

(j) G D PO˙.5; 5/ and .m1; m2; m3/ D .2; 3; 7/.

(k) G D G2, m1 D 2, m2 D 3 and m3 � 7, or m1 D 2, m2 D 4 or 5 and m3 � 6, or
.m1; m2; m3/ is one of the following triples: .3; 3; 4/, .3; 3; 5/, .3; 4; 4/, .3; 4; 5/
or .3; 5; 5/.

Then dim Hit.�1Y; G/ D 2. For all other pairs .G; Y / with Y orientable, we have
dim Hit.�1Y;G/ ¤ 2.

In particular, if Y is orientable and G is one of the following Lie groups, then
dim Hit.�1Y;G/ > 2:

� G D PGL.n;R/ with n � 12,

� G D PSp˙.2m;R/ or PO.m;mC 1/ with m � 6,

� G D PO˙.m;m/ with m � 6,

� G is an exceptional Lie group and G ¤ G2.

Proof of Theorem 6.5. From the Thurston and Choi–Goldman formulas (see [9, 62] or
Table B.2) for Hitchin components for PGL.2;R/ and PGL.3;R/, we can see the fol-
lowing:

� dim Hit.�1Y;PGL.2;R// D 2 if and only if g D 1 and k D 1, or g D 0 and k D 4.

� dim Hit.�1Y;PGL.3;R// D 2 if and only if g D 0, k D 4, m1 D m2 D m3 D 2 and
m4 � 3, or g D 0, k D 3, m1 � 3, m2 � 3 and m3 � 4.

So let us assume thatG ¤ PGL.2;R/;PGL.3;R/. In this case, if g � 1, or g D 0 and
k � 4, there is an even integer d � 4 such that both spaces of differentials of degree 2 and
of degree d have complex dimension at least 1. So we must have g D 0 and k D 3. The
remaining statements are consequences of Theorem 5.8, Lemma 6.1 and Table B.1.

See Example 1.12 for explicit examples of geodesics in the PGL.n;R/-Hitchin com-
ponent of the Klein quartic K (which, as K is of genus 3, is homeomorphic to an open
ball of dimension 4.n2 � 1/).

6.3. Cyclic Higgs bundles

Given an orbifold Y with a fixed complex analytic or dianalytic structure, Theo-
rem 5.8 gives a parameterization of Hit.�1Y; G/ by the Hitchin base BY .g/. When
G D PGL.n;R/, we will say that a representation in Hit.�1Y; PGL.n;R// is cyclic
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if it is parametrized by .0; : : : ; 0; qn/, and .n � 1/-cyclic if it is parametrized by
.0; : : : ; 0; qn�1; 0/. Similarly, if G is one of the groups PSp˙.2m;R/; PO.m; m C 1/,
or G2, a Hitchin representation in G is cyclic or .n � 1/-cyclic if the corresponding rep-
resentation in PGL.n;R/ is.

In the case of surface groups, these notions were introduced by Simpson [60],
Baraglia [2] and Collier [11]. Hitchin’s equations for such representations take an espe-
cially simple form, which makes it possible to understand some of their geometric and
asymptotic properties using analytic techniques [2, 11, 12, 16, 17]. In the case of an orb-
ifold Y , given any presentation Y ' Œ†nX�, a representation in Hit.�1Y;G/ is cyclic or
.n � 1/-cyclic if and only if its image in Hit.�1X; G/ is. In particular, we can transfer
to orbifolds all the analytical tools and results that are valid for cyclic and .n � 1/-cyclic
representations for surfaces.

Using Theorem 2.12, we can produce examples of orbifolds Y and groupsG such that
Hit.�1Y; G/ contains only cyclic or .n � 1/-cyclic representations. This phenomenon
never happens for surface groups. Thus, the results about cyclic or .n � 1/-cyclic rep-
resentations contained in the above-cited papers are valid for all points in the Hitchin
component of such orbifolds (see Corollary 6.7). For example, the description of the
asymptotic behavior of families of Higgs bundles at infinity given in [12] gives a good
description of the behavior at infinity of these special Hitchin components.

As a matter of fact, we can classify all Hitchin components that are parametrized by a
single differential:

Theorem 6.6. Let Y be an orientable orbifold of negative Euler characteristic and of
genus g, with k cone points of respective orders m1 � � � � � mk , and G a group of
rank r � 2. If Hit.�1Y; G/ is parametrized by a single non-vanishing differential, i.e.
there exists a unique N 2 ¹1; : : : ; rº such that dimC H

0.Y; K.Y; dN C 1// ¤ 0 and
dimC H

0.Y; K.Y; di C 1// D 0 for all i ¤ N , then Y is a sphere with k cone points,
with k D 3; 4 or 5. This happens if and only if the pair .Y; G/ is one of those listed in
Table B.5.

Corollary 6.7. Let Y be a sphere with k cone points of respective orders m1 � � � � � mk
and let G be one of the groups listed in Table B.3. Then Hit.�1Y; G/ consists only of
cyclic or .n � 1/-cyclic representations.

Theorem 6.6 can also be useful to construct geometric examples of representations
that lie in some special loci of Hit.�1X; G/ given by the vanishing of some of the dif-
ferentials. In a few cases, such loci have a clear geometric interpretation. For example,
the locus ¹.q2; : : : ; qn/ 2 Hit.�1X;PGL.n;R// j qi D 0 for i odd º corresponds to those
representations which are conjugate to representations in the symplectic group or the split
orthogonal group [34], and the locus ¹.q2; : : : ; qn/ 2 Hit.�1X; PGL.n;R// j q2 D 0º

corresponds to those representations in Hit.�1X; PGL.n;R// admitting an equivariant
minimal surface in the symmetric space inducing the conformal structure ofX [44]. Other
similarly defined loci are, instead, rather mysterious, for example no known geometric
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interpretation exists for the following loci:

L3 WD ¹.q2; q3; q4/ 2 Hit.�1X;PGL.4;R// j q4 D q2 D 0º;

L4 WD ¹.q2; q4; q6/ 2 Hit.�1X;PSp˙.6;R// j q6 D q2 D 0º;

L6 WD ¹.q2; q4; q6/ 2 Hit.�1X;PSp˙.6;R// j q4 D q2 D 0º:

Orbifold groups allow us to geometrically construct examples of Hitchin representa-
tions of surface groups lying in these loci. Let Y be one of the orbifolds from the
3rd line of Table B.5, and let Y ' Œ†nX� be a presentation. The image of the map
Hit.�1Y; PGL.4;R// ,! Hit.�1X; PGL.4;R// is entirely contained in L3. Similarly,
let Y be one of the orbifolds appearing in the 11th or 12th line of Table B.5, and let
Y ' Œ†nX� be a presentation. The image of the natural map Hit.�1Y; PSp˙.6;R// ,!
Hit.�1X;PSp˙.6;R// is entirely contained in L4 or L6, respectively.

Even more interestingly, consider the mapping class group equivariant maps given by
the following proposition:

Proposition 6.8. LetH be of rank 2 .i.e. one of the groups PGL.3;R/;PSp˙.4;R/;G2/,
and assume that the exponents ofG contain the exponents ofH . Then there exist mapping
class group equivariant embeddings

‰H;G W Hit.�1X;H/ ,! Hit.�1X;G/:

Proof. This is a consequence of Labourie’s conjecture, proved for groups of rank 2 by
Labourie [45]. Denote the exponents ofH by 1;d2, and the exponents ofG by d 01; : : : ; d

0
r ,

and assume that d2 D d 0s , for some s 2 ¹1; : : : ; rº. The equivariant map is defined in
the following way. Given a representation % in Hit.�1X;H/, by Labourie’s conjecture
there exists a unique complex structure X.%/ on the surface such that the equivariant
harmonic map is a minimal immersion. The Higgs bundle corresponding to % for the
complex structure X.%/ is parametrized by differentials .0; qd2C1/. With the data of X.%/
and qd2C1, it is possible to construct a Higgs bundle for G with Riemann surface X.%/
and differentials all equal to zero, except the s-th one which is set to qd2C1. This defines
the map to Hit.�1X;G/.

These maps are defined analytically, but no geometric definition is known, and no
geometric characterization of their images. Orbifold groups allow us to geometrically
construct examples of Hitchin representations of surface groups lying in the image of the
maps ‰H;G :

Corollary 6.9. Consider the three cases whenH D PGL.3;R/ and G D PGL.4;R/, or
when H D PSp˙.4;R/ and G D PSp˙.6;R/, or when H D G2 and G D PSp˙.6;R/.
Then the map ‰H;G is unique. Moreover, let Y be one of the orbifolds appearing in the
3rd, 11th, 12th line respectively of Table B.5, and let Y ' Œ†nX� be a presentation.
Then the image of the natural map Hit.�1Y;G/ ,! Hit.�1X;G/ lies inside the image of
‰H;G W Hit.�1X;H/ ,! Hit.�1X;G/.
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6.4. Projective structures on Seifert-fibered 3-manifolds

In this subsection, we describe an application of our results to the study of the deformation
spaces of geometric structures on closed 3-manifolds. Recall that, given a pair .X; G/
where G is a Lie group and X is a manifold upon which G acts transitively, an .X; G/-
structure on a manifold M is an atlas of charts taking values in X , whose transition
functions are restrictions of elements ofG. An .X;G/-isomorphism between two .X;G/-
structures on M is a self-homeomorphism of M which, when expressed in charts for the
two structures, is locally restriction of an element ofG. The deformation space of .X;G/-
structures on M , denoted here by DX .M/, is the set of all .X;G/-structures on M up to
.X;G/-isomorphisms isotopic to the identity. When G is clear from the context, we shall
say X -structure in place of .X;G/-structure.

In the field of geometric topology in dimension 3, an especially important geometry
is the hyperbolic geometry .H3; PO.1; 3//, one of Thurston’s eight geometries fea-
tured in the geometrization theorem. Here we will consider the 3-dimensional geometry
.PSL.2;R/;PSL.2;R//, where the group acts on itself by left translations. This geome-
try can be considered as a subgeometry of another one of Thurston’s eight geometries,
the geometry .fSL.2; R/; Isom.fSL.2; R///. The latter geometry has a bigger symme-
try group, of dimension 4. We will also consider two other geometries in dimension 3,
the projective geometry .RP3;PGL.4;R// and the contact projective geometry RP3! WD
.RP3; PSp˙.4; R//, the latter having this name because the group PSp˙.4; R/ acts
on RP3 preserving the contact form induced by the standard symplectic form ! on R4.

Hyperbolic geometry has a projective model, the Klein model: the hyperbolic isome-
tries act on the ellipsoid as projective transformations given by the standard embedding
PO.1; 3/ < PGL.4;R/. This means that every hyperbolic structure on M induces a pro-
jective structure and this gives an embedding of the deformation spaces DH3.M/ �

DRP3.M/. When M is a closed manifold admitting a hyperbolic structure, DH3.M/

has only one point by Mostow rigidity, but the space DRP3.M/ might be bigger. The
connected component of DRP3.M/ containing the hyperbolic structure consists of spe-
cial projective structures called convex projective structures. For some M , that connected
component is just one point (in this case, one says that the hyperbolic structure on M is
projectively rigid), while for other M it is possible to deform the hyperbolic structure to
other convex projective structures (see for example [10, 13, 14, 32, 52]).

As an application of our results, we can draw a similar picture for manifolds admitting
a PSL.2;R/-structure. This geometry also has a projective model (obtained by using the
principal representation � W PGL.2;R/ ! PGL.4;R/). The group �.PSL.2;R// acts
on RP3 with two open orbits �C; �� � RP3, and on one of them, say �C, the action
is simply transitive (see [28] for details). The action of �.PSL.2;R// on �C can be
seen as a projective model for the PSL.2;R/-geometry. Moreover, since the image of
� is contained in PSp˙.4;R/, this model also has an invariant contact form. This gives
maps from the deformation space of PSL.2;R/-structures to the deformation space of
projective structures, but this map is not injective: it is 2-to-1, because of the action of the
disconnected group �.PGL.2;R//, which still preserves �C. We denote the quotient of
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this action by DPSL.2;R/.M/=� and in this way we get embeddings DPSL.2;R/.M/=� �

DRP3! .M/ � DRP3.M/. We now describe these deformation spaces for all closed 3-
manifoldsM admitting a PSL.2;R/-structure. Recall that �1.PSL.2;R//' Z and let us
denote by PSLd .2;R/ the d -fold covering group of PSL.2;R/.

Proposition 6.10. Assume that M is a closed 3-manifold admitting at least one
PSL.2;R/-structure. Then there exist a natural number d , a closed orientable 2-orbifold
Y .both depending only on M/, and a representation % 2 Hit.�1Y; PSL.2;R//, such
that % can be lifted to a representation %d W �1Y ! PSLd .2; R/ and M is hom-
eomorphic to PSLd .2;R/=%d .�1Y /. In particular, M is a Seifert-fibered space with
Seifert base equal to the orbifold Y . Moreover, for such Y and d , every representation
% 2 Hit.�1Y;PGL.2;R// can be lifted to a representation %d W �1Y ! PSLd .2;R/, and
M is homeomorphic to the quotient space PSLd .2;R/=%d .�1Y /. This quotient carries
a natural PSL.2;R/-structure, which gives a homeomorphism Hit.�1Y; PGL.2;R// 3
% 7! PSLd .2;R/=%d .�1Y / 2 DPSL.2;R/.M/=�.

Proof. We fix a left-invariant Riemannian metric on PSL.2;R/. Then all PSL.2;R/-
structures on closed manifolds are complete in view of [61, Proposition 3.4.10].
Fix a PSL.2; R/-structure on the closed manifold M , and denote by D W zM !

PSL.2; R/ the developing map and by h W �1M ! PSL.2; R/ the holonomy repre-
sentation. Completeness of the structure implies that D is the universal covering of
PSL.2;R/. The action of �1M on zM by deck transformations is isometric, giving M
an .fSL.2;R/; Isom.fSL.2;R///-structure. Now [61, Corollary 4.7.3] says that h has dis-
crete image and infinite kernel. Let us denote by � the quotient group �1M=ker.h/, and
notice that h factors through a discrete and faithful representation h0 W � ! PSL.2;R/.
The developing map D factors through a map D0 W zM=ker.h/! PSL.2;R/. From the
classification of the coverings of the circle, we see that D0 is a d -sheeted covering,
hence zM=ker.h/ ' PSLd .2;R/ and there is a unique group structure on that cover-
ing that makes D0 a group homomorphism. The action of the group � D �1M=ker.h/
on zM=ker.h/ is a representation hd W � ! PSLd .2;R/ that lifts the representation h0.
The manifold M is homeomorphic to the quotient PSLd .2;R/=hd .�/. This implies that
h0.�/ is a cocompact discrete subgroup of PSL.2;R/, in particular, � is isomorphic to
�1Y for some orientable orbifold Y , and h0 is a representation in Hit.�1Y;PGL.2;R//.
This proves the first statement. The fact that Y and d are unique follows from the clas-
sification of Seifert fibered 3-manifolds. The possibility of lifting a representation from
PSL.2;R/ to PSLd .2;R/ only depends on the connected component of the representa-
tion space where the representation lies. Hence if we can lift one Hitchin representation,
we can lift all of them.

To understand better the topology of M , one can identify PSL.2;R/ with the unit
tangent bundle T 1H2 of the hyperbolic plane, and similarly PSLd .2;R/ can be identified
with the d -fold covering of T 1H2. All these spaces are circle bundles over H2, and the
manifoldM is an orbifold circle bundle over Y . In the case d D 1,M is called the orbifold
unit tangent bundle of Y . By Proposition 6.10, the space DPSL.2;R/.M/=� is connected.
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We denote by D0

RP3!
.M/ and D0

RP3.M/ the connected components of DRP3! .M/ and
DRP3.M/ that contain DPSL.2;R/.M/=�. We now describe the topology of these spaces.

Lemma 6.11. LetM be a closed Seifert fibered 3-manifold whose Seifert base is a closed
2-orbifold Y with �.Y / < 0. Let G be one of the groups PGL.n;R/, PSp˙.2m;R/,
PO.m; m C 1/ or G2. Denote by ' W �1M ! �1Y the projection to the fundamental
group of the Seifert base. Then the map

'� W Hom.�1Y;G/=G 3 Œ%� 7! Œ% ı '� 2 Hom.�1M;G/=G

restricts to a homeomorphism from Hit.�1Y;G/ to a connected component of the quotient
Hom.�1M;G/=G. In particular, Hom.�1M;G/=G has a connected component homeo-
morphic to an open ball.

Proof. The homomorphism ' is surjective, hence the map '� is injective and its image is
the set of all representations of �1M having kernel which includes ker'. This is a closed
condition, hence the map '� is a closed map.

Let us now restrict our attention toGD PGL.n;R/. We claim that '�, when restricted
to the Hitchin component, is an open map. Consider a set of generators 1; : : : ; s of
�1Y if Y is orientable, and of �1Y C < �1Y if Y is not orientable. We can lift them to
elements N1; : : : ; Ns of �1M . If % 2 Hit.�1Y; PGL.n;R//, it is strongly irreducible by
Lemma 2.9, hence all representations in a neighborhood U of '�.%/ send N1; : : : ; Ns to
elements of PGL.n;R/ generating an irreducible subgroup. The subgroup ker' is central
in �1M if Y is orientable, and its centralizer is '�1.�1Y C/ if Y is non-orientable (see
[5, Lemma 2.4.15]); in either case it commutes with all the N1; : : : ; Ns . This implies that
every representation in U sends ker' to the identity element, because in PGL.n;R/ only
the identity commutes with an irreducible subgroup. Hence all the elements of U are in
the image of '�, and this implies our claim.

When G is another group in the given list, by Remark 2.6, all Hitchin representations
in G are also Hitchin representations in PGL.n;R/, hence strongly irreducible as repre-
sentations in PGL.n;R/, so we can use the same argument to prove the openness of the
map.

Theorem 6.12. Let M be a closed 3-manifold admitting a PSL.2;R/-structure, and
take Y as in Proposition 6.10. Then there are homeomorphisms Hit.�1Y;PSp˙.4;R//'
D0

RP3!
.M/ and Hit.�1Y;PGL.4;R//'D0

RP3.M/. Therefore, the connected components

D0

RP3!
.M/ and D0

RP3.M/ are homeomorphic to open balls, of respective dimensions
�10�.jY j/C .8k � 2k2 � 2k3/ and �15�.jY j/C .12k � 4k2 � 2k3/.

Proof. Let % 2 Hit.�1Y; PGL.4;R//. By Proposition 2.16, % is Anosov with respect
to the standard Borel subgroup B , hence we have a �1Y -equivariant map � from the
boundary at infinity of �1Y to the full flag manifold PGL.4;R/=B . Fix a presentation
Y ' Œ†nX�. Then %j�1X is also Anosov, and shares the same equivariant map � . Guichard
and Wienhard [28] used � to construct a domain of discontinuity which has two connected
components�C% ;�

�
% . Consider also a Fuchsian representation %0 2Hit.�1Y;PGL.4;R//.
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In this case, the domain �C%0 coincides with �C that we used above to describe the
projective model of the PSL.2; R/-geometry. The action of %0 on �C%0 is topologi-
cally conjugate to the action of % on �C% [28]. Let d be as in Proposition 6.10, and

consider the d -fold covering �C;d% ! �C% . By Proposition 6.10, the action of %0 on

�C%0 lifts to an action of �1Y on �C;d%0 . Since the actions are topologically conjugate,

the action of % on �C% also lifts to an action of �1Y on �C;d% . This defines two con-

tinuous maps, ‰! W Hit.�1Y; PSp˙.4; R// 3 % 7! �
C;d
% =�1Y 2 D0

RP3!
.M/ and ‰ W

Hit.�1Y;PGL.4;R// 3 % 7!�
C;d
% =�1Y 2D0

RP3.M/, which land in the connected com-
ponents D0

RP3!
.M/ and D0

RP3.M/, respectively, as the source spaces are connected. We
now prove that they are homeomorphisms. By Lemma 6.11, '�.Hit.�1Y; PGL.4;R///
is a connected component of Hom.�1M; PGL.4;R//=PGL.4;R/. Consider then the
holonomy map Hol W D0

RP3.M/! '�.Hit.�1Y;PGL.4;R///, sending a real projective
structure to the conjugacy class of its holonomy representation. The map Hol is a local
homeomorphism, and ‰ ı .'�/�1 is its section. Using the fact that D0

RP3.M/ is con-
nected, we see that ‰ is a homeomorphism. For ‰! , we use the same arguments with the
holonomy map for the geometry RP3! .

When M is the unit tangent bundle of a closed orientable surface, Lemma 6.11 and
Theorem 6.12 were proved in [28]. Here, we have generalized their result to all closed
3-manifoldsM admitting a PSL.2;R/-structure and we have set up diagram (6.1), which
illustrates the various statements in Corollary 1.15.

As a corollary of Theorem 6.12, we can find explicit examples of Seifert fibered 3-
manifolds with rigid or deformable projective structures and contact projective structures;
see the discussion around Corollary 1.15 for details.

Hit.�1Y;PGL.2;R// Hit.�1Y;PSp˙.4;R// Hit.�1Y;PGL.4;R//

DPSL.2;R/.M/=� D0

RP3!
.M/ D0

RP3.M/

DRP3! .M/ DRP3.M/

' ' '

(6.1)

Appendix A. Expected dimensions of Hitchin components

Here, we compare the dimension of the Hitchin component Hit.�1Y;PGL.n;R//, which
was determined in Theorem 5.8, with the dimension that one can guess by examining a
presentation of the group �1Y . We will call the latter dimension the expected dimension
of the Hitchin component, and we will show that the two dimensions agree. For triangle
groups, J.-P. Burelle [6] has studied the expected dimension of non-Hitchin components.

For simplicity, we will restrict our attention to orientable orbifolds Y and to the target
group PGL.n;R/. So let Y be a closed orientable 2-orbifold with k cone points of orders
m1; : : : ;mk , with underlying space jY j a surface of genus g. Then �1Y has a presentation
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of the standard form

ha1; b1; : : : ; ag ; bg ; x1; : : : ; xk j Œa1; b1� � � � Œag ; bg �x1 � � �xk D 1D x
m1
1 D � � � D x

mk
k
i:

(A.1)

We can define the expected dimension dime Hit.�1Y;PGL.n;R// of the Hitchin com-
ponent considering that for each i D 1; : : : ; g, the generators ai and bi can be mapped to
elements of PGL.n;R/ that form an open subset (see Proposition 2.20), so we add the
dimension dim PGL.n;R/ for each one of them. For each j D 1; : : : ; k, instead, we have
seen in the proof of Proposition 2.18 that the generator xj can be mapped to an element
of PGL.n;R/ which is conjugate to �.�m/, where � is the principal representation, as in
(2.3), and �m is the matrix�

cos.�=m/ � sin.�=m/
sin.�=m/ cos.�=m/

�
2 PGL.2;R/:

Let Dn.Z=mZ/ be the component of the representation variety Hom.Z=mZ;PGL.n;R//
containing the representation % given by %.1/ D �.�m/. For every xj , we add the dimen-
sion dim Dn.Z=mjZ/. We also need to consider the relation Œa1; b1� � � � Œag ; bg �x1 � � � xk
D 1, so we subtract a term equal to dim PGL.n;R/. Finally, since the Hitchin com-
ponent is the space of conjugacy classes of Hitchin representations, we again subtract
dim PGL.n;R/. In this way we obtain the expected dimension of the Hitchin compo-
nents:

dime Hit.�1Y;PGL.n;R// WD .2g � 2/ dim PGL.n;R/C
kX
iD1

dim Dn.Z=miZ/:

The arguments used to define the expected dimension are just a way to guess the dimen-
sion, but they do not constitute a proof that the actual dimension is the same. We will
now prove that this expected dimension agrees with the actual dimension. We note that
Theorem 5.8 determines not only the dimension, but also the topology of the Hitchin
component.

Remark A.1. We can similarly define the expected dimension of other components of
the representation space Hom.�1Y; PGL.n;R//=PGL.n;R/. However, it may not be
true that the expected dimension is in fact equal to the actual dimension in those cases. In
fact, the expected dimension can sometimes be negative [6]. That is why, in this paper, we
do not mention the expected dimensions of components of Rep.�1Y; PGL.n;R// other
than the Hitchin component.

Proposition A.2. One has dim Hit.�1Y;PGL.n;R// D dime Hit.�1Y;PGL.n;R//.

Proof. Since we know from Theorem 5.8 that the Hitchin component is of dimension
.2g � 2/ dim PGL.n;R/C 2

Pn
dD2

Pk
iD1O.d;mi /, the only thing we need to show is

that dim Dn.Z=mZ/D 2
Pn
dD2O.d;m/. In [51], Long and Thistlethwaite introduced an

arithmetic function of two variables �.n;m/ for n;m � 2, and showed that Dn.Z=mZ/
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is of dimension n2 � �.n;m/. Here, if q and r are the quotient and remainder of dividing
n by m, respectively, i.e. n D mq C r with 0 � r < m, then �.n; m/ D .nC r/q C r .
Then the lemma is a consequence of the following simple computation:

2

nX
dD2

O.d;m/ D 2

nX
dD1

�
d C

�
�
d

m

��
D 2

nX
dD1

d � 2

mqCrX
dD1

�
d

m

�
D 2 �

n.nC 1/

2
� 2

�
m �

q.q C 1/

2
C r.q C 1/

�
D n2 � �.n;m/:

Appendix B. Tables

Int.gC/
� Dimension Rank Exponents

PGL.n;R/ .n � 2/ n2 � 1 n � 1 1; 2; : : : ; n � 1

PSp˙.2m;R/ .m � 1/ m.2mC 1/ m 1; 3; : : : ; 2m � 1

PO.m;mC 1/ .m � 1/ m.2mC 1/ m 1; 3; : : : ; 2m � 1

PO˙.m;m/ .m � 3/ m.2m � 1/ m 1; 3; : : : ; 2m � 3Im � 1

G2 14 2 1; 5

F4 52 4 1; 5; 7; 11

E6 78 6 1; 4; 5; 7; 8; 11

E7 133 7 1; 5; 7; 9; 11; 13; 17

E8 248 8 1; 7; 11; 13; 17; 19; 23; 29

Tab. B.1. The dimension and exponents of simple complex Lie algebras.

Group Dimension of Hit.�1Y;G/ for Y closed

PGL.2;R/ �3�.jY j/C2kC` [62]
PGL.3;R/ �8�.jY j/C.6k�2k2/C.3`�`2/ [9]
PGL.4;R/ �15�.jY j/C.12k�4k2�2k3/C.6`�2`2�`3/

PGL.5;R/ �24�.jY j/C.20k�8k2�4k3�2k4/C.10`�4`2�2`3�`4/

PGL.6;R/ �35�.jY j/C.30k�12k2�6k3�4k4�2k5/C.15`�6`2�3`3�2`4�`5/

PGL.7;R/ �48�.jY j/C.42k�18k2�10k3�6k4�4k5�2k6/C.21`�9`2�5`3�3`4�2`5�`6/

PSp˙.4;R/ �10�.jY j/C.8k�2k2�2k3/C.4`�`2�`3/
PSp˙.6;R/ �21�.jY j/C.18k�6k2�4k3�2k4�2k5/C.9`�3`2�2`3�`4�`5/
PSp˙.8;R/ �36�.jY j/C.32k�12k2�8k3�4k4�4k5�2k6�2k7/

C.16`�6`2�4`3�2`4�2`5�`6�`7/

PSp˙.10;R/ �55�.jY j/C.50k�20k2�14k3�8k4�6k5�4k6�4k7�2k8�2k9/
C.25`�10`2�7`3�4`4�3`5�2`6�2`7�`8�`9/

PSp˙.12;R/ �78�.jY j/C.72k�30k2�20k3�12k4�10k5�6k6�6k7�4k8�4k9�2k10�2k11/
C.36`�15`2�10`3�6`4�5`5�3`6�3`7�2`8�2`9�`10�`11/

PO˙.4; 4/ �28�.jY j/C.24k�8k2�6k3�2k4�2k5/C.12`�4`2�3`3�`4�`5/

PO˙.5; 5/ �45�.jY j/C.40k�16k2�10k3�6k4�4k5�2k6�2k7/

C.20`�8`2�5`3�3`4�2`5�`6�`7/

PO˙.6; 6/ �66�.jY j/C.60k�24k2�16k3�10k4�8k5�4k6�4k7�2k8�2k9/

C.30`�12`2�8`3�5`4�4`5�2`6�2`7�`8�`9/

Tab. B.2. Dimension of Hitchin components for groups of rank � 6.
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Group Dimension of Hit.�1Y;G/ for Y closed

G2 �14�.jY j/C.12k�4k2�2k3�2k4�2k5/C.6`�2`2�`3�`4�`5/

F4 �52�.jY j/C.48k�20k2�12k3�8k4�8k5�4k6�4k7�2k8�2k9�2k10�2k11/

C.24`�10`2�6`3�4`4�4`5�2`6�2`7�`8�`9�`10�`11/

E6 �78�.jY j/C.72k�32k2�18k3�14k4�10k5�6k6�6k7�4k8�2k9�2k10�2k11/

C.36`�16`2�9`3�7`4�5`5�3`6�3`7�2`8�`9�`10�`11/

Tab. B.2 (cont.)

Group Degree .m1; : : : ; mk/ with mi � miC1,
P 1

mi
< k�2

PGL.3;R/ 2 .2; 2; 2; 2; 2/ or .2; 2; 2;m4/
3 .m1; m2; m3/ with m1 � 3

PGL.4;R/ 3 .3; 3;m3/

4 .2;m2; m3/ with m2 � 4
PGL.5;R/ 4 .2; 4;m3/

PGL.n;R/ with n D 6; 7 6 .2; 3;m3/

PSp˙.4;R/ or PO.2; 3/ 4 .m1; m2; m3/ with m2 ¤ 3
PSp˙.6;R/ or PO.3; 4/ 6 .2; 3;m3/ or .3; 3;m3/
G2 6 .m1; m2; m3/ with .m1; m3/ ¤ .2; 5/

Tab. B.3. Hitchin components containing only cyclic or .n�1/-cyclic Higgs bundles.

k d .m1; : : : ; mk/ with mi � miC1,
P 1

mi
< k � 2

3

2 .m1; m2; m3/

3 .2;m2; m3/

4 .2; 3;m3/, .3; 3;m3/
5 .2; 3;m3/, .2; 4;m3/, .3; 3; 4/, .3; 4; 4/, .4; 4; 4/
6 .2; 4; 5/, .2; 5; 5/
7 .2; 3;m3/, .2;m2; m3/ with 4 � m2 � m3 � 6, .3; 3;m3/ with 4 � m3 � 6
8 .2; 3; 7/

9 .2; 3; 7/, .2; 3; 8/, .2; 4;m3/ with 5 � m3 � 8
10 .2; 3;m3/ with 7 � m3 � 9, .3; 3; 4/
11 .2; 3;m3/ with 7 � m3 � 10, .2; 4; 5/, .2; 5; 5/
13 .2; 3;m3/ with 7 � m3 � 12, .2; 4; 5/, .2; 4; 6/, .3; 3; 4/
15; 16 .2; 3; 7/

17 .2; 3; 7/, .2; 3; 8/, .2; 4; 5/
19 .2; 3;m3/ with 7 � m3 � 9
21 .2; 4; 5/

22, 23 .2; 3; 7/

25 .2; 3; 7/, .2; 3; 8/
29; 31; 37; 43 .2; 3; 7/

4

3 .2; 2; 2;m4/

5 .2; 2; 2; 3/, .2; 2; 2; 4/
7 .2; 2; 2; 3/

5 3 .2; 2; 2; 2; 2/

Tab. B.4. Spheres with k cone points satisfying H0.Y;K.Y; d// D 0.
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Group dNC1
.m1; : : : ; mk/ with
mi � miC1,

P 1
mi

< k�2

PGL.3;R/ 2 .2; 2; 2; 2; 2/ or .2; 2; 2;m4/
3 .m1; m2; m3/ with m1 � 3

PGL.4;R/ 3 .3; 3;m3/

4 .2;m2; m3/ with m2 � 4
PGL.5;R/ 3 .3; 3; 4/

4 .2; 4;m3/

PGL.n;R/ with n D 6; 7 4 .2; 4; 5/

6 .2; 3;m3/

PGL.n;R/ with n D 8; 9; 10; 11 6 .2; 3; 7/

PSp˙.4;R/ or PO.2; 3/ 4 .m1; m2; m3/ with m2 ¤ 3
PSp˙.6;R/ or PO.3; 4/ 4 .2; 4; 5/ or .2; 5; 5/

6 .2; 3;m3/ or .3; 3;m3/
PSp˙.2m;R/ or PO.m;mC1/ with m D 4; 5 6 .2; 3; 7/

PO˙.4; 4/ 6 .2; 3;m3/ or .3; 3;m3/
PO˙.5; 5/ 6 .2; 3; 7/

G2 6 .m1; m2; m3/ with .m1; m3/ ¤ .2; 5/

Tab. B.5. Hitchin components parametrized by a single non-vanishing differential.
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